FOREWORD
South Africa’s Constitution section 27 establishes legally enforceable obligations on
government that encompass every aspect of a system of social development and protection.
All South Africans “have the right ... to social security, including, if they are unable to support
themselves and their dependents, appropriate social assistance.” Section 27(2) further
stipulate that the state must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its
available resources, to achieve the progressive realization of the right of access to social
security and social assistance. Section 28(1) (c) provides for the right of children to social
services. (RSA (1996) Constitution, Chapter 2, Section 27 and 28)
The appointment of the Minister of Social Development as coordinating Minister for the new
Outcome 13: A Responsive and Inclusive Social Protection System – has led to a number of
engagements on National Level in preparation for the Medium Term Strategic Framework
chapter. Various sector departments have been consulted leading to the finalization of the
Medium Term Strategic Framework which was approved by Cabinet.
The following are areas of Social Protection:
 expanded social assistance to over 16 million beneficiaries including vulnerable
DEPARTMENTchildren;
OF SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
 access to free PLAN
basic services such as housing, water, sanitation and energy for poor
ANNUAL PERFORMANCE
households;

nutrition and transport
FOR 2016-2019free education in 60% of schools in poor communities; a school
A Caring and Self-reliant Society.
programme;
 PROVINCE
free health care for pregnant women and children under six; and
FREE STATE
 statutory social insurance arrangements, e.g. Unemployment Insurance Fund (UIF)
 active labour market policies to facilitate labour market entry and redress the
inequalities that are inherent in the system due to apartheid;
 income support for the working-age poor through public works programme;
 Implement the comprehensive food and nutrition strategy.
 implement social crime prevention strategy
 implement Plan of Action to combat violence against women and children
 accelerate the implementation of National Drugs Master Plan
 implement phase 3 Expanded Public Works Program [EPWP] for the social sector
 implement interventions that support the improvements in social and economic
conditions of mining towns
 policy interventions to make families better able to foster values such as tolerance,
diversity, non-racialism, non-sexism and equity
The Department, as lead Department i
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The Department, as lead Department in the implementation of the Outcome 13, has developed an
OBP: 13 Plan in conjunction with the contributing sector department and stakeholders.
With regard to the department’s performance the following should be mentioned:
The enactment of the Older Persons Act (13 of 2006) has shifted the emphasis from residential /
institutional care to Community Based Care in order to ensure that older persons remain in their
homes within their communities as long as possible. Attendance of Community Based Care and
Support Services is dependent on health status of older persons, transport availability and households’
situations. More elders were reached during National Golden Games.
The cost of care deter persons with disabilities from residential facilities. People with disabilities also
experience transport problems to enable them to attend protective workshops. Proper modified
transport for the disabled is costly and thus protective workshops are inaccessible for most
communities. Attendance of day care facilities for children with disabilities is voluntary thus some
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parents keep their children at home when they cannot pay the fees, when they are sick and when
there is no accessible transport.
Psychosocial Support Services was focusing on children but now it includes adults. The department
cannot refuse / withhold services to those affected by HIV and AIDS. The Department, rendering Social
and Behaviour Change Programmes, brought more partners on board dealing with the category of sex
workers. The high rate of substance abuse and teenage pregnancy resulted in more community
conversations conducted with partners within the PACCA's to reach young people.
A total of R500 000 was received during the Budget Adjustment process and the funds were utilized
to procure 1000 food parcels / hampers from SASSA which were distributed by the Member of the
Executive Council during December 2014.
Family preservation programmes / services and families participating in the Parenting Programme are
rendered based on needs / demand and there is a high demand for the programmes / services.
Reunification of family members (including children in statutory services) involves a process where
other stakeholders and family members have to be provided with reconstruction services to prepare
them for reunification and their readiness contributes to the delay in placing a family member back
into the family.
The need /demand determine the number of orphans and vulnerable children receiving Psychosocial
Support Services and placed in alternative care i.e. -Temporary Safe Care. Prospective foster care
parents are required by the Children’s Act to be screened for suitability and whether they have not
been found unsuitable to work with children. This process delays placement of children. More abused
children received services by social workers because it is demand driven and there is extensive social
awareness in communities regarding child abuse and the obligations to report abuse to relevant
authorities
The department reviewed all registered ECD programmes and an additional 2 628 children (0-5 years)
were admitted in ECD centres. Twenty one (21) additional ECD centres were subsidized and resulted
in 922 additional children accessing the service.
Access figures at drop-in centres indicate a great need amongst children and many attend to receive
food. Services at funded drop-in centres now include after care services and soup kitchen. Currently
there are 15 Isibindi sites operational (compared to the 12 in the previous year) and which makes the
service more accessible.
It is required that all reported children in conflict with the law should be assessed and 1863 were
assessed. One hundred and seventy eight (178) children in conflict with the law awaited trial in secure
care centres. Eight hundred and ninety eight (898) children in conflict with the law were referred to
diversion programmes and 401 children completed diversion programmes. The latter number is
determined by compliance of children to the conditions of the Diversion Programmes. One thousand
one hundred and nine (1109) adult offenders were placed in Diversion Programmes
Seven thousand nine hundred and four victims of crime and violence accessed funded VEP service
sites and 3811 received psycho-social support. Nine hundred and fifty six (956) men and boys
participated in Gender Based Violence Prevention Programmes. Five thousand four hundred and forty
two (5442) victims were reached through victim empowerment awareness campaigns.
Twenty five thousand and two hundred and fifty seven (25 257) children 18 years and below and 8
094 youth between 19 and 35 years were reached through drug prevention programmes. Efforts need
to be made to encourage more youth to partake in these programmes. One hundred and six
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BUDGET STRUCTURE
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT: FREE STATE
The following programme structure is regulated for provincial Social Development departments:
Programme
1.

Administration

Sub-programme
1.1 Office of the MEC
1.2 Corporate Management Services
1.3 District Management

2.

Social Welfare Services

2.1 Management and Support
2.2 Services to Older Persons
2.3 Services to the Persons with Disabilities
2.4 HIV and AIDS
2.5 Social Relief

3.

Children and Families

3.1 Management and Support
3.2 Care and Services to Families
3.3 Child Care and Protection
3.4 ECD and Partial Care
3.5 Child and Youth Care Centres
3.6 Community-Based Care Services for Children

4.

Restorative Services

4.1 Management and Support
4.2 Crime Prevention and Support
4.3 Victim Empowerment

5.

Development and Research

4.4 Substance Abuse, Prevention and Rehabilitation
5.1 Management and Support
5.2 Community Mobilisation
5.3 Institutional Capacity Building and Support for NPOs
5.4 Poverty Alleviation and Sustainable Livelihoods
5.5 Community Based Research and Planning
5.6 Youth Development
5.7 Women Development
5.8 Population Policy Promotion
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PART A: STRATEGIC OVERVIEW
1. UPDATED SITUATION ANALYSIS
1.1 Performance Service Delivery Environment
The development of a responsive strategic plan is guided by an overall analysis (external and internal)
of the business environment of the organization. This analysis indicates areas of demand, growth and
decline in services. This serves as a basis to guide planning, resource allocation and development of
appropriate interventions. The key demographic indicators that will be considered will include
population size and growth rate, total fertility rate, mortality rates, life expectancy at birth by gender,
people with disabilities and the child, youth and elderly population.
Demographic Profile of the Free State Province
Population size
According to the Mid-year Population Estimate 2015 the population in the Free State was 2 817 900
which constitute 5, 1% of the country’s population which was 54 956 900.
Population structure
The total youth population in Free State is estimated to be 1 095 276.
Source: STATS SA
The population pyramid below reflects a relatively young and youthful population of the province.
More than 50% of the population is made up of young people from the age of 0-35. The greatest
challenge is to cater for the needs of the youth population (15-35 years) such as creating employment
for them, amongst others. The current rate of youth unemployment (extended) is 43.0% in the
province.
The province has 327 936 children between 0-5 years. According to STATS SA General Household
Survey 2014, the attendance of young children aged 0–4 years at different types of ECD facilities or
care arrangements, and the extent to which children were exposed to stimulation activities across
provinces during 2014, shows that 50, 8% of South African children aged 0–4 years attended day-care
or educational facilities outside their homes. The highest attendance was reported in Free State (46,
4%). The distribution of the Free State Population aged 0–4 years (240 000 in total)who attended a
day care centre, crèche, early childhood development centre (ECD) playgroup, nursery school or preprimary school in 2014 were about 106 000, while more (134 000) did not. This places a tremendous
responsibility to the department to provide universal access to early childhood education to all
qualifying children. About 3, 9% Child population aged 5 attends a preschool in Free State Province.
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Figure 2: Population Pyramid of the Free State Provinces.

Source: Statistics South Africa, Mid-year population estimates, 2015

The above population pyramid indicates that the Free State population is still young and it suggests
the optimizing of youth programmes to all.
The demographic determinants that affect the change of population size and its structure in a given
geographic area include natural population growth (the difference between fertility and mortality)
and migration patterns. Free State Province’s experiences a decline in average total fertility rate1
which declined from 2.66 from 2001-2006 and 2.59 between 2006 and 2011. It is estimated to drop
further to 2.26 in 2011-2016. Furthermore, the net migration in the Province is estimated to decrease
the population by -17 658.Mortality also contributes to the population decline in the Province.
The table below shows life expectancy trends in the Province by sex in different periods ranging from
2001-2016.
Life Expectancy
Period
2001-2006
2006-2011
2011-2016
Source: STATS SA, MYPE

Females
46.1
50.8
54.7

Males
43.1
48.9
53.0

Table 1: Distribution of Average Life Expectancy in Free State between 2001-2016

1

Total fertility rate: Average number of children a woman would bear during her lifetime, assuming her childbearing

conforms to her age-specific fertility rate every year of her childbearing years (typically, age 15 to 44).
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Population for Older Persons
Figure 3: Distribution of population for older persons in Free State, by sex, in 2015

Older Persons Population

95313, 40%
145529, 60%

Females

Males

The population size of Older Persons in Free State province was, according to Stats SA (2015), 240 842
out of a total population of 2 817 941. Females are more (145 529 (60%)) than males (95313 (40%)).
Nationally the Free State Province has the 4th highest percentage (8, 4%) of older persons compared
to other provinces. Indications are that the older persons segment is growing in the Free State
Province and which will require additional Social Security resources and other services, such as
institutional care, to address their needs.
Health Profile
HIV prevalence in South Africa
Table 1 shows the prevalence estimates and the total number of people living with HIV from 2002 to
2015. The total number of persons living with HIV in South Africa increased from an estimated 4, 02
million in 2002 to 6, 19 million by 2015. For 2015, an estimated 11, 2% of the total population is HIV
positive. Approximately one-fifth of South African women, in their reproductive years, are HIV
positive.

STATS SA: Mid-Year Population Estimates, 2015
Table 2: SA HIV prevalence estimates and the number of people living with HIV, 2002–2015
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According to the table above the HIV prevalence increased from 2002 to 2015 between 8. 8% and 11,
2% of the total population. The HIV prevalence was 4. 02 to 6. 19% in the same period. The strategic
focus of the department is to mitigate the impact of HIV and AIDS by implementing behavior
modification programmes and psycho-social support programmes to orphans and vulnerable children.
The growth of population infected with HIV and AIDS puts tremendous pressure for social services
such as psychosocial support programmes on the affected households.
Households Profile
The Free State number of Households increased from 686 000 to 883 000 between 2002 and 2014.
This resulted in pressure for providing service delivery to the poor.
Year
2002
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

Number
686000
710000
723000
738000
755000
773000
790000
806000
823000
843000
863000
883000

Source: STATS SA, GHS, 2014

Table 3: Number of Free State households - year 2002 to 2014
According to STATS SA, Child-headed households, also known as child-only households, are defined as
households that comprise individuals aged 18 years or younger. Free State percentages of children
living in child headed households were higher or equal to other provinces in South Africa.
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Figure 4: Percentage of children living in child-headed households in Free State against South Africa,
2002–2012

Children living in child headed households
1

Percent %

0.8
0.6

Free State

0.4

South Africa

0.2
0
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Source STATS SA GHS 2013

The table below shows the distribution of child headed households by Districts in the Province. The
department is expected to extend social protection measures to these children.
Figure 5: Distribution of child headed households by district municipality in the Free State – 1996,
2001 and 2011

Source: Census 2011 Municipal Report; Free Statei

The Province has a very high proportion of children affected and orphaned by HIV and AIDS. About
20% of the children in the Free State were orphaned in 2013. The distribution of orphans by type of
orphan hood shows that 3. 6% are maternal orphans, 10. 6% paternal orphans and 5. 5% are double
(maternal and paternal) orphans. The total of orphans constitute about 896 000 children.
Type of orphan hood
Maternal
Paternal
Double
Not orphaned

Percentage
3.6
10.6
5.5
80.2

Source: STATS SA 2013

Table 4: Percentage distribution of orphans in Free State
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The National Development Plan (NDP) emphasises that the status and wellbeing of children require
urgent attention. The total number of orphans in the country is estimated to be 3. 6 million. It further
alludes to the fact that only 27% of African children live with their parents as opposed to 80% of Whites
and Indians.
Disability Prevalence2
Disability is a challenge for the country. According to STATS SA, GHS the population aged 5 years and
older in Free State Province that has some difficulty or are unable to do basic activities, was 2 513 000,
in 2014. There are a variety of disability types (seeing, hearing, walking, remembering and
concentration, self-care and communication) and these vary from their level of disability ranging from
some difficulty, a lot of difficulty and inability to do basic activities. The disability for seeing is the
highest (243 000 people) and for communications the lowest (8000 people).
According to STATS SA, 5, 4% of South Africans aged 5 years and older were classified as disabled in
2013. Women (5, 8%) were more likely to be disabled than men (5, 0%). Statistics indicate that since
1996 the province has had higher levels of disability occurrence and which is above the national norm.
According to the General Household Survey 2013, the Free State, had the highest prevalence of
disability (7. 1%) against an average of 5. 4% for the country as a whole. More females (105 000 (8.
1%)) than men (70,000 (6. 0%)) have some form of disability in the Free State. STATS SA associate the
prevalence of disability with old age. Thus, Provinces such as the Free State, with a large old aged
population, are expected to have a higher disabled population. As part of the National Development
Plan 2030 and 2015-2019 Medium Term Strategic Framework (MTSF), the Department prioritised
services to persons with disabilities to reduce dependency and to encourage disabled people to live a
normal life.
Economic and Poverty Profile
The global economic recession did impact negatively on a number of economies whereas in 2009 the
Province registered a 1, 8% negative growth. In 2010 the economy recovered and registered 2. 1%
growth. This growth has however not produced jobs. Statistics reveals that there is 1, 86 million people
of working age in the province. About 303 616 of them were unemployed in 2009 compared to about
270 000 in 2000.
The unemployment rate in the Free State and South Africa, from 2008 to 2014, shows that there is an
increase of unemployment in the Free State (from 22. 5% to 35. 6%), while it is lower and relatively
constant (from 22. 8% to 25. 4%) nationally. (Free State @glance – Issue 8/2014).
The increase of the unemployment rate was about 11% in the Free State. The unemployment rate by
population group in the Free State is highest for the African population group. It increased from 27. 5
to 37. 3 percent within a decade. Amongst the youth and adults it increased from 36. 6 to 46. 7%,
while that of adults increased from 10. 1 to 21. 0%. More women are being unemployed than men.
An increase in unemployment translates to no income to many households. The significant reduction
in households with no income is attributed to the provision of social grants. This puts pressure on
government to provide for the poor.

2No

new information was found other than discussed above and some other places where data was taken from Census 2011.
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Income category
per annum by
number and
percentage
No income

1996
N
70 437

2001

2008

2011

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

12.1

184 342

24.3

58 482

7.6

99 963

12.1

Source: Statistics South Africa

Table 5: Changing household income trends in the Free State, 1996 – 2011
The table below shows a distribution of sources of household income. About 514 0000 households
earn their income from salaries/wages/commission, followed by those who receive grants 447 000.
This could have a bearing towards government’s social grants systems.
Sources of income
Salaries/wages/commission
Income from a business
Remittances
Pensions
Grants
Sales of farm products and services
Other income e.g. rental income, interest
No income
Total number of household

Number of households
514 000
91 000
154 000
43 000
447 000
15 000
11 000
8 000
1 283 000

Source: STATS SA, GHS 2013

Table 6: Distribution of income by households in Free State, 2013
Stats SA (2013:31) shows that in 2011, more than a quarter (26, 3%) of all poor people lived in
KwaZulu-Natal, followed by Eastern Cape (18, 3%) and Limpopo (16, 1%). The three provinces with the
highest poverty headcounts also have the highest number of poor people. Free State Province and
others experienced a decline in poverty share. From 2006 to 2011 Free State’s share of poverty
declined by 4. 9% (to 15%).
Figure 6: Distribution of poverty by Province, South Africa, 2013

Source: Stats SA 2013:32

While the general trend for poverty shows a decline both in rural and urban areas, it is highest in rural
areas where 6 out of ten people, who are poor, are from the rural areas.
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Figure 7: Gini Coefficient by Population group in SA

Source: Stats SA 2013:35

Despite more than 20 years of Democracy, South Africa is still experiencing high levels of inequality
which declined slightly from 0.67 to 0.65 between 2006 and 2011. The distribution of inequality by
population group shows that between Blacks and Whites there is a high inequality (0.55 and 0.42
respectively).
Priority Context
Frameworks or priorities that have guided the review of the strategic plan are:






Social Development Medium Term Strategic Framework (MTSF – 5 years priorities) derived
from the National Development Plan: Chapter 11.
National Development Plan: Vision 2030 – 14 Outcomes.
Free State Growth and Development Strategy.
Departmental Sector Priorities.

1. 2. Organizational environment
The current staff complement totals 1963 employees. The Department experienced a decline in all
categories of staff, except for Social Workers. The figure below provides the profile of staff in terms
of service categories between 2013/14 and 2015/16. There are glaring distortions in the ratio of
support staff versus the core staff.
Child
& Community
Social Auxiliary Social Worker
Youth Care Development Worker
Workers
Practitioner
2013/14
130
106
122
377
2014/15
137
111
126
344
2015/16
127
103
99
468
Table 7: Staff complements: DSD STAFF BY CATEGORY

Support Staff

1320
1328
1260

The NDP and FSGDS are alluding to the skills deficit in the sector. According to the diagnostic report
of the NDP the country has an estimated 15 000 qualified Social Workers whilst the country requires
55 000 Social Workers and 75 000 Social Auxiliary Workers.
The department has developed a new organizational structure with the view to develop its human
resource capability and restructure its business configuration to discharge its mandate effectively.
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The noble intention to address the skill deficit is dependent on available budgets. The budget for
Compensation of Employees (COE) is always under pressure.
Staff by Programmes are as follows:
HOW MANY POSTS
HOW MANY FILLED
PROGRAMME 1
571
540
PROGRAMME 2/ 3
725
685
PROGRAMME 4
350
330
PROGRAMME 5
411
408
TOTAL
2057
1963
Table 8: Staff complements: Number of Posts by Programme

VACANT FUNDED
31
40
20
3
94

2. REVISIONS TO LEGISLATIVE AND OTHER MANDATES
2.1 REVISIONS TO POLICY MANDATES
There have been no significant changes to the department’s legislative and other mandates.
2.2. SOCIAL WELFARE WHITE PAPER
The Minister of Social Development officially announced the appointment of the Ministerial
Committee to review the White Paper for Social Welfare Services on 3 September 2013. This
process strived to establish the extent and quality of Social Development services provided to
the public and to align the White Paper with Chapter 11 of the National Development Plan. The
review process provides opportunities for the integration of developmental social welfare with
the key outcomes in the National Development Plan.
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3. OVERVIEW OF BUDGET AND MTEF ESTIMATES
3.1.

Expenditure Estimates

Table 7.3: Summary of payments and estimates by programme: Social Development
Outcome
R thousand

2012/13

2013/14

Main

Adjusted

Revised

appropriation

appropriation

estimate

2014/15

Medium-term estimates

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

1. Administration

200,377

217,418

220,900

240,515

237,515

241,901

246,899

262,569

288,584

2. Social Welfare Serv ices

154,104

166,495

184,930

185,262

181,476

183,876

187,339

196,731

204,189

3. Children And Families

340,579

377,526

344,007

367,216

365,732

367,216

380,523

394,452

414,907

4. Restorativ e Serv ices

78,595

89,094

107,372

115,265

119,000

115,265

152,895

130,310

128,985

5. Dev elopment And Research

93,481

112,178

99,126

111,816

113,551

111,816

113,133

119,121

126,628

867,136

962,711

956,335

1,020,074

1,017,274

1,020,074

1,080,789

1,103,183

1,163,293

Total payments and estimates

Summary per Economic Classification
Table 7.4 : Summary of provincial payments and estimates by economic classification: Social Development
Outcome
R thousand
Current payments
Compensation of employ ees
Goods and serv ices

2012/13

Adjusted

Revised

appropriation

estimate

2014/15

Medium-term estimates

2015/16

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

500,398

547,906

560,424

633,562

626,937

631,372

663,508

713,363

772,231

416,062

463,814

474,589

542,216

533,024

542,216

577,660

620,356

667,006

84,336

84,092

85,835

91,346

93,913

89,156

85,848

93,007

105,225

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

337,127

376,795

370,249

375,286

369,744

375,174

363,231

363,251

363,274

Interest and rent on land
Transfers and subsidies to:

2013/14

Main
appropriation

Prov inces and municipalities
Departmental agencies and accounts
Higher education institutions

2,800

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

918

12,500

5,025

5,292

22

5,292

23

24

25

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Foreign gov ernments and international organisations
–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Public corporations and priv ate enterprises

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

332,793

362,848

362,434

369,142

368,870

367,758

362,837

362,837

362,837

Non-profit institutions
Households

616

1,447

2,790

852

852

2,124

371

390

412

29,611

37,872

25,463

11,226

20,593

13,528

54,050

26,569

27,788

26,209

28,000

16,971

6,500

10,970

6,500

44,083

16,029

16,029

3,402

9,872

8,492

4,726

9,623

7,028

9,967

10,540

11,759

Heritage Assets

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Specialised military assets

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Biological assets

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Land and sub-soil assets

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Softw are and other intangible assets

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Payments for financial assets

–

138

199

–

–

–

–

–

–

Total economic classification

867,136

962,711

956,335

1,020,074

1,017,274

1,020,074

1,080,789

1,103,183

1,163,293

Payments for capital assets
Buildings and other fix ed structures
Machinery and equipment
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3.2 Relating expenditure trends to strategic outcome orientated goals
Review of current financial year (2015/16)
Early Childhood Development (ECD)
Early Childhood Development is a national priority programme which deals with child development
and with child poverty. There is a national expectation that provinces should provide financial support
to ECD facilities and programmes serving children (0-5yrs).
Currently approximately 97 628 children are in registered ECD centres. 941 ECD facilities are funded
benefitting 48 224 children at R15 per child per day.
For the 2015 MTEF an amount of R11.110 million has been allocated for construction of 4 Early
Childhood Development centres.
Gender Based Violence: Victim Empowerment
The ever rising abuse of women constitutes an affront to their human dignity. The department is
funding Victim Empowerment Shelters to provide safety and counselling for clients as well as
community awareness programmes to fight this pandemic. Furthermore, there are two Victim Support
Centres situated in QwaQwa and Bloemfontein that house multi-disciplinary teams who provide a
package of comprehensive professional services for more serious forms of women abuse such as rape.
For the 2015/16 financial year the department was allocated R2.853 million as additional earmarked
funds to be utilized as a transfer to Non-Profit Organizations (NPO’s) who run shelters for victims of
gender-based violence and their children to complement current shelter service provision.
The department has identified a building in Clarens which will partly be used as a shelter for victims
of domestic violence and crime (Beyers Naude Victim Empowerment and Rehabilitation Centre).
Renovations are currently underway and the Centre will open towards the end of the financial year.
Substance abuse prevention and rehabilitation
The department will establish a state owned substance abuse treatment centre for the province. A
site on the premises of the Botshabelo State Hospital in Mangaung Metro has been identified and the
tender for construction has been advertised on 30 October 2015. An amount of R 6.5 million has been
allocated for 2015/16.
Non Profit Institutions
The NPO Act no 71 of 1997 entrusted the Department of Social Development with the responsibility
to administer the Act by registering and monitoring NPO’s under the newly enacted legislation. The
broad mandate of the Department of Social Development and government is to create an
environment in which NPO’s can flourish, as well as the establishment of an administrative and
regulatory framework within which NPO’s can conduct their affairs.
The department has allocated an amount of R368.870 million for 2015/16 as subsidies to
organisations.
Isibindi programme
Many children in South Africa live under difficult circumstances and need care and protection. The
Isibindi programme utilizes local community-based organizations as implementing agencies to take
services to orphans and vulnerable children to ensure accessibility of services. It also involves the
recruitment and training of child and youth care workers to provide direct support to children in their
homes, at community level, in safe parks and through life skills programmes.
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Currently, the model is implemented in 15 sites. Quarterly reports have shown the positive impact of
the program on provision of prevention and early intervention services to vulnerable children.
Furthermore, through consultations the learners indicated that all of them feel that they are making
an impact in the communities and would like to continue implementing the model. Confirmations
were also received from social workers that they support the program as it addresses challenges of
shortages of social workers.
For the 2015/16 financial year R11.5 million has been allocated towards this programme. 3 sites of 39
learners will be sustained in Heilbron, Koppies and Steynsrus. 7 more sites will be established and 182
unemployed learners will be recruited and trained to implement the Isibindi model in Botshabelo,
Zastron, Bultfontein, Cornelia, Clarens, Frankfort and Dealesville. Three (3) additional safe parks will
also be developed in Cornelia, Clarens and Zastron.
Outlook for the coming financial year (2016/17)
Early Childhood Development (ECD)
Early Childhood Development is a national priority programme which deals with child development
and with child poverty. There is a national expectation that provinces should provide financial support
to ECD facilities and programmes serving children (0-5yrs). It is also expected that these children who
qualify in terms of a means test be funded at a unit cost of R16.00 per child per day in 2015/16. The
number of children benefitting from financial support should also be increased from year to year. The
current baseline figures are not in line with these expectations. The number of children subsidised will
be 48 675 for 2016/17.
To improve quality services at ECD facilities and programmes the building of capacity of ECD
practitioners should be ensured. Many practitioners are employed at ECD sites without the necessary
skills and qualifications. The Free State Department of Social Development has started with the
training of practitioners on the Free State Pre-grade R curriculum (developed by Free State
Department of Education) using accredited training organizations. This programme needs to continue
during the following 3 years to improve the quality of service delivery.
Over the 2016MTEF an amount R16.665 million has been allocated for the construction of Early
Childhood Development centres. For the 2016/17 financial year, R5.555 million has been allocated.
Victim Empowerment
South Africa is characterised by high levels of crime and victimization. Violence against women, older
persons, persons with disabilities and children has reached an endemic stage. A number of
instruments have been put in place to assist in the reduction and elimination of gender based violence.
The Beyers Naude Victim Empowerment and Rehabilitation Centre will be operationalized in the
2016/17 financial year.
Substance abuse prevention and rehabilitation
The department advertised the tender for construction of a state owned substance abuse treatment
centre for the province in October 2015. An amount of R 29.5 million has been allocated for 2016/17
by means of a conditional grant. This allocation was augmented with an amount of R9 million from
the Infrastructure Enhancement allocation.
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Reprioritisation
Efforts were made to ensure that policy objectives of government are funded through
reprioritization of budget baselines.


With the final allocation letter for the 2015 MTEF, the department received an allocation for
the Office on the Rights of Children which was transferred from the Department of the
Premier. The allocation letter incorrectly refers to “Children with special needs”; as a result
the funds were allocated under Services to Persons with Disabilities (Programme 2). However,
a decision was taken by the sector that it must form part of the sub-programme Communitybased Care Services for Children in Programme 3. These funds will be reprioritized R1.464million (2016/17); R1.543million (2017/18); R1.628million (2018/19).



The infra-structure allocation to Tshireletsong Child and Youth Care Centre (Programme 3),
R9.028million and R10.474million for 2016/17 and 2017/18 respectively, is reprioritized to the
Substance Abuse Dependency Treatment Centre to augment the Conditional Grant Allocation
(Programme 4).



An amount of R1.428 million per year over the MTEF is reprioritized within Transfers for Child
Care and Protection (Programme 3) from Social Services Organisations to Street Children and
Shelters in order to start addressing the transformation of shelters in terms of the Children’s
Act.
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PART B: PROGRAMME AND SUBPROGRAMME PLANS
4. PROGRAMME 1: ADMINISTRATION
This programme captures the strategic management and support services at all levels of the
Department i.e. Provincial, Regional, District and Facility/Institutional level.
Strategic Goal: Promote good governance.
4.1 SUB-PROGRAMME: OFFICE OF THE MEC
Strategic Objective: To provide political and legislative interface between government, civil society
and all other relevant stakeholders.
Strategic
Plan Target
over 5 years

Strategic
Objective

Strategic
Indicator

To promote
good
governance

Render a
secretarial
support,
administrative,
public relations
/communication
and
parliamentary
support service to
the Office of the
MEC

Programme
Performance
Indicator
Support services
available at all
times

Annually

Audited/Actual
Performance
2012/13 2013/14 2014/15
Daily

Daily

Daily

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Daily

Daily

Daily

Estimated
Performance
2015/16
To render a
secretarial support,
administrative,
public relations
/communication
and parliamentary
support service as
required to the
Office of the MEC

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline
To render a
secretarial
support,
administrative, public
relations
/communication and
parliamentary
support
service as
required to
the Office of
the MEC

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

To render
a secretarial
support,
administrative,
public
relations
/ communication
and
parliamentary
support
service as
required
to the
Office of
the MEC

To render
a secretarial
support,
administrative,
public
relations /
communication
and
parliamentary
support
service as
required
to the
Office of
the MEC

To render
a secretarial
support,
administrative,
public
relations /
communication
and
parliamentary
support
service as
required
to the
Office of
the MEC

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

To render a secretarial
support,
administrative, public
relations
/communication and
parliamentary support
service as required to
the Office of the MEC

To render a secretarial
support,
administrative, public
relations
/communication and
parliamentary support
service as required to
the Office of the MEC

2018/19
To render a
secretarial support,
administrative,
public relations
/communication and
parliamentary
support service as
required to the
Office of the MEC
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4.2 SUB-PROGRAMME: CORPORATE MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Strategic Objective: Provide strategic direction and the overall management and administration of
the Department
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To instil good
governance through
sound business process
and practices in
support of effective
service delivery

Number of work
opportunities
created

No

1

2

3

4

Programme
Performance
Indicator

Number of Social
Worker bursary
holders that
graduated
Number of Social
Worker bursary
holder graduates
employed by DSD
Number of EPWP
work opportunities
created
Number of Learners
on learnership
programme

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

50

60

100

23651

Audited/Actual Performance
2012/13
2013/14
2014/15

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/
19

4561

4556

4604

5606

Estimated
Performanc
e 2015/16

2016/17

Medium-term targets
2017/18

2018/19

104 by
2020

-

-

-

60

61

56

104

104 by
2020

-

-

-

59

61

56

104

23547

-

-

5547

4500

4500

4500

500

50

60

100

100

100

100

100

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT QUARTERLY TARGETS
No.
1
2
3
4

Performance Indicator
Number of social worker bursary holders
that graduated
Number of social worker bursary holder
graduates employed by DSD
Number of EPWP work opportunities
created
Number of Learners on learnership
programme

Reporting Period
Annually
Non-Cumulative
Annually
Non-Cumulative
Annually
Non-Cumulative
Annually
Non-Cumulative

2016/2017

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

61

-

-

-

61

61

-

-

-

61

4500

4500

4500

4500

4500

100

-

-

-

100

INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING AND FACILITY MANAGEMENT

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To institutionalise good
governance through

Number of
facilities

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years
20

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

-

-

-

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline
4

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

4
(2 centres

4

4

15

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

sound business process
and practices in
support of effective
service delivery.

constructed by
2019/20

No

1

Programme
Performance
Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Number of structures
constructed

20

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2 ECD)

Audited/Actual Performance
2012/13
2013/14
2014/15

-

-

Estimated
Performance
2015/16

2016/17

4

4
(2 centres
2 ECD)

-

Medium-term targets
2017/18

2018/19

4

4

INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING AND FACILITIES MANAGEMENT QUARTERLY TARGETS
No

Performance Indicator
Number of structures constructed

Reporting Period
Annually

2016/2017
4
(2 centres
2 ECD)

1

Q1

Q2

Q3

0

0

0

Q4
4
(2 centres
2 ECD)

4.3. SUB-PROGRAMME: DISTRICT MANAGEMENT
Objective of Sub-programme: Provides for the decentralisation, management and administration of
services at the District level within the Department.

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

To provide for the
decentralised
management and
administration of
services at the District
level within the
Department.

Number of
decentralised
management and
administration
sessions
implemented at
the Districts level

100

No

1

Programme Performance
Indicator
Number of District
Quarterly Performance
Review sessions held

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years
100

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

-

-

-

Audited/Actual Performance
2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

-

-

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

20

20

20

20

Estimated
Performance
2015/16

2016/17

20

20

-

Medium-term targets

Medium-term targets
2017/18

20

2018/19

20

SUB PROGRAMME: DISTRICT AND INSTITUTION SUPPORT MANAGEMENT QUARTERLY TARGETS
No
1

Performance Indicator
Number of District Quarterly
Performance Review sessions held

Reporting Period

2016/2017

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Quarterly

20

5

5

5

5

16

4.4 RECONCILING PERFORMANCE TARGETS WITH THE BUDGET AND MTEF
Expenditure estimates
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5. PROGRAMME 2 – SOCIAL WELFARE SERVICES
Strategic objective: Provide integrated developmental social welfare services to the poor and
vulnerable in partnership with stakeholders and civil society organisations.
5.1. SUB-PROGRAMME: MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT
Objective of Sub-programme: Provide for the payment of salaries and administration cost of the
management and support staff providing services across all sub-programmes of this programme
5.2: SUB PROGRAMME: SERVICES TO OLDER PERSONS
Objective of Sub-programme: Design and implement integrated services for the care, support and
protection of older persons.

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To create an
environment that
enables the promotion
of the development of
older persons and the
protection of their
rights

Number of Older
persons provided
with services

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

35049

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

6181

5243

10397

Estimated
performa
nce
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

6839

6839

6839

7693

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF

No

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

Performance Indicator

Number of residential
facilities for older
persons
Number of older
persons accessing
residential facilities
Number of older
persons accessing
community based care
and support services
Number of registered
and funded community
based care and support
centres
Number of funded beds
in residential facilities
for older persons.

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

37

-

-

-

7911

-

-

27138

6181

188

728

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

35

37

37

37

2228

2155

1439

1439

1439

5243

8169

5538

5400

5400

5400

-

174

178

178

179

188

188

728

728

728

728

728

728

728
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SUB PROGRAMME: SERVICES TO OLDER PERSONS QUARTERLY TARGETS
No

Reporting
period

Performance Indicator

1.1

Number of residential facilities for older
persons

1.2

Number of older persons accessing
residential facilities

1.3

Number of older persons accessing
community based care and support services

1.4
1.5

Annual
target
2016/17

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Quarterly Targets

Annually
NonCumulative
Quarterly
NonCumulative
Quarterly
NonCumulative

37

-

-

-

37

1439

1439

1439

1439

1439

5400

5400

5400

5400

5400

Annually

179

-

-

-

179

Annually

728

-

-

-

728

Number of registered and funded
community based care and support centres
Number of funded beds in residential
facilities for older persons

5.3. SUB-PROGRAMME: SERVICES TO PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
Objective of Sub-programme: Design and implement integrated programmes and provide services
that facilitate the promotion of the well-being and the socio economic empowerment of persons
with disabilities.

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

To protect and
promote the rights of
people with disabilities
including social security
rights

Number of people
with disabilities
provided with
services

9427

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

416

2240

2417

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

1868

1868

1868

1955

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF
No

1.1

1.2

1.3

Performance
Indicator
Number of
residential
facilities for
persons with
disabilities.
Number of
persons with
disabilities
accessing
residential
facilities.
Number of
persons with
disabilities
accessing
services in
funded

Strategic
Plan Target
over 5 years

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

10

-

-

-

2561

29

584

3791

387

705

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

9

9

10

10

719

613

487

487

487

895

727

766

766

766

19

No

1.4

1.5

1.6

Performance
Indicator
protective
workshops.
Number of
funded beds in
residential
facilities for
persons with
disabilities
managed by
NPO’s.
Number of
persons with
disabilities
funded in
protective
workshops.
Number of
children
accessing day
care facilities
for children
with disabilities

Strategic
Plan Target
over 5 years

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

265
(p.a.)

226

232

232

796
(p.a.)

614

643

3075

-

951

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

245

245

265

265

643

643

796

796

796

803

615

615

615

615

SUB PROGRAMME: SERVICES TO PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES QUARTERLY TARGETS

No

Performance Indicator

1.1

Number of residential facilities for
persons with disabilities.

1.2

Number of persons with disabilities
accessing residential facilities.

1.3

1.4
1.5
1.6

Number of persons with disabilities
accessing services in funded protective
workshops.
Number of funded beds in residential
facilities for persons with disabilities
managed by NPO’s.
Number of persons with disabilities
funded in protective workshops.
Number of children accessing day care
facilities for children with disabilities

Reporting
period

Quarterly Targets

Annual target
2016/17

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Annually
(NonCumulative)
Quarterly
(NonCumulative)
Quarterly
(NonCumulative)

9

-

-

-

9

487

487

487

487

487

766

766

766

766

766

Annually

245

-

-

-

245

Annually

796

-

-

-

796

Quarterly

615

615

615

615

615
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5.4. SUB PROGRAMME: HIV AND AIDS
Objective of Sub-programme: Design and implement integrated community based care programmes
and services aimed at mitigating the social and economic impact of HIV and AIDS

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

To reduce the
incidence and
minimize the
psychosocial impact
of HIV and AIDS.

Number of people
who benefitted
from HIV and AIDS
programmes to
reduce incidences
and minimise its
psychosocial
impact

40278

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

-

2583

12476

Medium-term targets

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

7937

7937

7937

8530

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF

No

1.1

1.2

1.3

Performance Indicator

Number
of
organizations trained
on Social and Behaviour
Change Programmes
Number of beneficiaries
reached through Social
and Behaviour Change
Programme
Number of beneficiaries
receiving Psychosocial
Support Services

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

124

13160

27118

-

-

-

-

-

2583

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17
2017/18

2018/19

44

50

57

50

50

3370

1000

3040

3040

3040

9106

7530

4897

4897

4897

SUB-PROGRAMME: HIV AND AIDS

No

Performance Indicator

1.1

Number of organizations trained on Social
and Behaviour Change Programmes

1.2
1.3

Number of beneficiaries reached through
Social and Behaviour Change Programme
Number of beneficiaries receiving
Psychosocial Support Services

Reporting
period
Annually
(NonCumulative)
Quarterly
(Cumulative)
Quarterly
(Cumulative)

Annual
target
2016/17

Quarterly Targets
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

57

-

-

-

57

3040

705

890

833

612

4897

4897

4897

4897

4897
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5.5. SUB PROGRAMME: SOCIAL RELIEF
Objective of Sub-programme: To respond to emergency needs identified in communities affected by
disasters not declared, and / or any other social condition resulting in undue hardship.

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To improve income,
assets and capabilities
of poor families and
communities to
enhance their
livelihoods.

Number of poor
families and
communities
provided with
Social relief

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

10000

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

-

2660

1754

Medium-term targets

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

2000

2016/17

2017/18

2018/
19

2000

2000

2000

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF)

No

Performance Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

1.1

Number of
beneficiaries who
benefited from DSD
Social Relief
programmes

2000
p.a.

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

-

2660

1754

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

2000

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2000

2017/18

2018/19

2000

2000

SUB PROGRAMME: SOCIAL RELIEF QUARTERLY TARGETS
Quarterly Targets
No

1.1

Performance Indicator

Number of beneficiaries who benefited from
DSD social relief programmes

Reporting
period

Annual target
2016/17

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Quarterly

2000

500

500

500

500
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5.6 RECONCILING PERFORMANCE TARGETS WITH THE BUDGET AND MTEF
Expenditure estimates
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6. PROGRAMME 3 – CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
Objective of Programme: Provide comprehensive child and family care and support services to
communities in partnership with stakeholders and civil society organisations.
Objective of Programme: Provide comprehensive child and family care and support services to
communities in partnership with stakeholders and civil society organisations.
6.1. SUB-PROGRAMME: MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT
Objective of Sub-programme: Provide for the payment of salaries and administration cost of the
management and support staff providing services across all sub-programmes of this programme
6.2. SUB-PROGRAMME: CARE AND SERVICES TO FAMILIES
Objective of Sub-programme: Invest in Programmes and services to promote functional families and
to prevent vulnerability in families

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To create an
environment that
enables the promotion
of the functional
families and prevention
of their vulnerability

Number of
Families accessing
services for
families

Strategic
Plan
Target
over
5
years

43110

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

5555

8709

9228

Medium-term targets

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

6040

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

6954

9655

10230

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF)

No

1.1

1.2

1.3

Performance Indicator

Number of families
participating in family
preservation services
Number of family
members reunited with
their families
Number of families
participating in
parenting skills
programme

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17
2017/18

2018/19

33107

5555

7109

6860

4862

5700

7245

7650

846

77

76

140

177

199

150

160

10003

-

1600

2368

1178

1254

2410

2580

SUB-PROGRAMME: CARE AND SERVICES TO FAMILIES QUARTERLY TARGETS
No
1.1
1.2

Performance Indicator
Number of families participating in family
preservation services
Number of family members reunited with
their families

Reporting
period
Quarterly
(Cumulative)
Quarterly
(Cumulative)

Annual
target
2016/17

Quarterly Targets
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

5700

1420

1330

1480

1470

199

38

38

75

48

24

No
1.3

Reporting
period

Annual
target
2016/17

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

1254

Performance Indicator
Number of families participating in
parenting skills programme

Quarterly Targets
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

341

344

284

285

6.3. SUB PROGRAMME: CHILD CARE AND PROTECTION SERVICES (Children’s Act)
Objective of Sub-programme: Design and implement integrated programmes and services that
provide for the development, care and protection of the rights of children
Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Strategic Objective

Strategic
Indicator

To invest in and ensure
the provision of quality
services to children and
youth including those
in need of care and
protection

Number of
vulnerable
children
provided
with
services

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

3398

7077

6032

48881

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

8193

10190

10358

9782

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF)

No

1.1

Performance Indicator

Number of orphans and
vulnerable children
receiving Psychosocial
Support Services

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13 2013/14

2014/15

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

2016/17

Medium-term targets
2017/18
2018/19

14123

-

2583

2320

2806

3585

2666

2533

1.2

Number of children
awaiting foster care
placement

13400

-

-

-

2779

1173

3062

3193

1.3

Number of children placed
in foster care

16943

3398

3253

2707

3357

2305

4415

-

1241

1005

840

1130

1.4

Number of abused
children who received
services by social workers

3647

3817

815

815

SUB PROGRAMME: CHILD CARE AND PROTECTION SERVICES (Children’s Act) QUARTERLY TARGETS
No

Performance Indicator

1.1

Number of orphans and vulnerable children receiving
Psychosocial Support Services

1.2

Number of children awaiting foster care placement

1.3

Number of children placed in foster care

Reporting
period
Quarterly
(Cumulative)
Quarterly
(Noncumulative)
Quarterly
(Cumulative)

Annual
target
2016/17

Quarterly Targets
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

3585

1039

864

826

856

1173

808

658

607

767

2305

630

745

520

410

25

No
1.4

Performance Indicator
Number of abused children who received services by
social workers

Reporting
period

Annual
target
2016/17

Quarterly

1130

Quarterly Targets
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

280

273

310

267

6.4 SUB-PROGRAMME: ECD AND PARTIAL CARE
Objective of Sub Programme: Provide comprehensive early childhood development services

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To invest in and ensure
the provision of quality
services to early
childhood development
services to children (0-5
years).

Number of
children (0-5
years) who
receive quality
ECD services

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

100 000

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

95,000

93,230

97628

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

100 000

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

97628

98628

99628

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF

No

Performance Indicator

1.1

Number of fully
registered ECD Centres
Number of fully
registered ECD
programmes.
Number of
conditionally
registered ECD centres
Number of
conditionally
registered ECD
programmes.
Number of children
accessing registered
ECD programmes.
Number of subsidized
children accessing
registered ECD
programmes
Number of ECD
practitioners in
registered ECD
programmes

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
Estimated
2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17
2017/18

2018/19

870

-

-

-

420

570

670

770

870

-

-

-

420

570

670

770

1030

-

-

-

1180

1130

1080

1030

1030

-

-

-

1180

1130

1080

1030

100 000

95,000

93,230

97628

100 000

97628

98628

99628

50 000

-

45 751

46922

47 000

46922

47922

48922

5254

-

-

-

-

5254

5254

5254
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SUB PROGRAMME: ECD AND PARTIAL CARE PARTIAL CARE
No
1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

Annual
target
2016/17

Reporting
period

Performance Indicator

Quarterly
(Noncumulative)
Quarterly
(Noncumulative)
Quarterly
(Noncumulative)
Quarterly
(Noncumulative)
Quarterly
(Noncumulative)
Quarterly
(Noncumulative)
Annual
(Noncumulative)

Number of fully registered ECD Centres
Number of fully registered ECD programmes.
Number of conditionally registered ECD centres
Number of conditionally registered ECD
programmes.
Number of children accessing registered ECD
programmes.
Number of subsidized children accessing
registered ECD programmes
Number of ECD practitioners in registered ECD
programmes

Quarterly Targets
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

570

570

570

570

570

570

570

570

570

570

1130

1130

1130

1130

1130

1130

1130

1130

1130

1130

97628

97628

97628

97628

97628

46922

46922

46922

46922

46922

5254

-

-

-

5254

6.5 SUB-PROGRAMME: CHILD AND YOUTH CARE CENTRES
Objective of Sub Programme: Provide alternative care and support to vulnerable children

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

To secure and support
vulnerable children and
youth through
alternative care.

Number of
vulnerable
children in need
of care and
protection at
funded Child and
Youth Care
Centres

5749

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

-

59

70

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

1009

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

1185

1185

1185

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF

No

Performance Indicator

1.1

Number of child and
youth care centres
Number of children in
need of care and
protection in funded
Child and Youth Care
Centres

1.2

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

47

-

-

-

5749

-

59

70

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

47

47

47

47

1009

1185

1185

1185
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SUB PROGRAMME CHILD AND YOUTH CARE CENTRES QUARTERLY TARGETS
No
1.1

Reporting
period

Performance Indicator
Number of child and youth care centres

Annually
(NonCumulativ
e)
Quarterly
(NonCumulativ
e)

1.2
Number of children in need of care and protection in funded
Child and Youth Care Centres

Annual
target
2016/17

Quarterly Targets
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

47

-

-

-

47

1185

1185

1185

1185

1185

6.6 SUB PROGRAMME: COMMUNITY-BASED CARE SERVICES TO CHILDREN
Objective of Sub Programme: Provide protection, care and support to vulnerable children in
communities

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To protect, care and
support vulnerable
children in
communities.

Number of
vulnerable
children in
communities
provided with
services through
Isibindi model

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

-

2738

1354

49228

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

1860

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/1
9

11842

11842

11842

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF

No

1.1

1.2

Performance
Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Estimated
performanc
e 2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

Number of Child and
Youth Care Worker
trainees who
received training
through the Isibindi
model

684

-

183

204

390

105

63

63

Number of children
accessing services
through the Isibindi
model

49228

-

2738

1354

1860

11842

11842

11842

SUB PROGRAMME: COMMUNITY BASED CARE SERVICES TO CHILDREN QUARTERLY TARGETS
No

Performance Indicator

Reporting
period

Annual
target
2016/17

Quarterly Targets
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

28

1.1

1.2

Number of Child and Youth Care Worker
trainees who received training through
Isibindi model
Number of children accessing services
through the Isibindi model

Annually
(NonCumulative
)
Quarterly
(NonCumulative
)

105

-

-

-

105

11842

6552

11232

11842

11842

6.7 RECONCILING PERFORMANCE TARGETS WITH THE BUDGET AND MTEF
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7. PROGRAMME 4 – RESTORATIVE SERVICES
Objective of Programme: Provide integrated developmental social crime prevention and antisubstance abuse services to the most vulnerable in partnership with stakeholders and civil society
organisations.
7.1. SUB-PROGRAMME: MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT
Objective of Sub-programme: Provide for the payment of salaries and administration cost of the
management and support staff providing services across all sub-programmes of this programme
7.2. SUB PROGRAMME: CRIME PREVENTION AND SUPPORT
Objective of Sub-programme: Develop and implement social crime prevention programmes and
provide probation services targeting children, youth and adult offenders and victims within the
criminal justice process

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

To reduce crime

Number of
children and
youth who are in
conflict with the
law provided with
services

7872

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2615

2249

1863

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

1800

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

770

1804

1749

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF

No

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

Performance Indicator

Number of children in
conflict with the law
assessed
Number of children in
conflict with the law
awaiting trial in secure
care centres
Number of sentenced
children in secure care
centres
Number of children in
conflict with the law
referred to diversion
programmes
Number of children in
conflict with the law
who completed
diversion programmes
Number of adult
offenders placed in
Diversion Programmes

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years
7872

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2615

2249

1863

1800

770

1804

1749

840

176

178

126

126

126

126

-

-

-

32

32

32

32

5633

1050

1063

898

1000

900

1263

1235

3522

750

549

401

621

509

622

885

4309

-

1128

1109

853

846

870

870

126 p.a.

32 p.a.

30

No

Performance Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

1.7

Number of accredited
diversion
service
providers monitored

15 by
2019/20

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

-

2014/15

-

Medium-term targets

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

7

2016/17

4

2017/18

12

2018/19

15

15

SUB PROGRAMME: CRIME PREVENTION AND SUPPORT QUARTERLY TARGETS
No
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7

Performance Indicator

Reporting period

Number of children in conflict with the law
assessed
Number of children in conflict with the law
awaiting trial in secure care centres
Number of sentenced children in secure care
centres
Number of children in conflict with the law
referred to diversion programmes
Number of children in conflict with the law who
completed diversion programmes
Number of adult offenders placed in Diversion
Programmes
Number of accredited diversion service providers
monitored

Quarterly
cumulative)
Quarterly
(non-cumulative)
Quarterly
(non-cumulative)
Quarterly
(cumulative)
Quarterly
(cumulative)
Quarterly
Annual

Annual
target
2016/17

Quarterly Targets
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

770

343

442

489

490

126

126

126

126

126

32

32

32

32

32

900

224

235

243

248

509

140

112

145

117

846

188

218

251

189

12

0

0

0

12

7.3 SUBPROGRMME: VICTIM EMPOWERMENT
Objective of Sub-programme: Design and implement integrated programmes and services to
support, care and empower victims of violence and crime in particular women and children

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To reduce the risk of
sexual and physical
violence against
women (gender based
violence)

Number of
women and
children provided
with VEP services

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

43244

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

5560

2213

7904

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

8939

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2743

10512

10525

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF

No

1.1

1.2

Performance Indicator

Number of funded Victim
Empowerment Programme
service centres
Number of victims of crime
and violence accessing
services from funded Victim

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

45

-

-

-

45

45

45

45

43107

5560

2213

7904

8928

2731

10482

10483

Audited performance

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

31

No

1.3
1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

Performance Indicator

Empowerment Programme
service centres.
Number of victims of human
trafficking identified
Number of human trafficking
victims who accessed social
services
Number of victims of
domestic violence newly
placed in registered and
funded VEP shelters
Number of secondary victims
of domestic violence
receiving counselling
Number of victims of crime
and violence in Government
run Centres

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

16

-

-

-

-

137

-

-

-

1004

700

407

268

309

3011

60

1495

852

1372
p.a.
6860

-

-

-

Audited performance

Medium-term targets
2016/17

4

2017/18

2018/19

4

4

30

42

195

200

150

533

715

381

409

-

1372

1372

1372

11

12

SUBPROGRAMME: VICTIM EMPOWERMENT QUARTERLY TARGETS
No
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7

Performance Indicator
Number of funded VEP service centres.
Number of victims of crime and violence accessing
services from funded Victim Empowerment
Programme service centres.
Number of victims of human trafficking identified
Number of human trafficking victims who accessed
social services
Number of victims of crime and domestic violence
newly placed in funded VEP shelters
Number of secondary victims of domestic violence
receiving counselling services by NPOs(OBP)
Number of victims of crime and violence in
Government run Centres

Reporting
period

Annual
target
2016/17

Annually (Noncumulative)
Quarterly
(Cumulative)

Quarterly Targets
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

45

-

-

-

45

2731

2731

2731

2731

2731

4

1

1

1

1

12

12

12

12

12

Quarterly

195

47

49

55

44

Quarterly

715

152

175

202

186

Quarterly

1372

317

340

360

355

Quarterly
(Cumulative)
Quarterly
(Cumulative)

7.4 SUB-PROGRAMME: SUBSTANCE ABUSE, PREVENTION, AND REHABILITATION
Objective of Sub-programme: Design and implement integrated services for substance abuse,
prevention, treatment and rehabilitation.

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

To reduce substance
abuse

Number of
children and
adults who
receive integrated
services for
prevention,

148 345

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

503

1194

33 849

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

29 736

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

26 712

29 721

31 088

32

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

treatment and
rehabilitation of
substance abuse

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF

No

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4
1.5

1.6

Performance Indicator

Number of children 18
years and below reached
through substance abuse
prevention programmes
Number of people (19
and above) reached
through substance abuse
prevention programmes
Number of service users
who accessed inpatient
treatment services at
funded treatment centres
Number of service users
who accessed out-patient
based treatment services
Number of trainees on
substance abuse
Number of schools
(Primary and Secondary)
reached through
prevention services

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

80721

-

-

25257

63127

-

-

2338

503

2159

Medium-term targets

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

17060

17075

15300

15643

8094

11800

9370

13319

14319

473

106

464

112

574

594

-

721

392

412

155

528

532

1535

-

-

224

277

115

377

383

1947

85

349

270

393

227

425

451

SUB PROGRAMME: SUBSTANCE ABUSE, PREVENTION AND REHABILITATION QUARTERLY TARGETS
No

Performance Indicator

1.1

Number of children 18 years and below reached through
substance abuse prevention programmes

1.2

Number of people (19 and above) reached through
substance abuse prevention programmes

1.3

Number of service users who accessed inpatient treatment
services at funded treatment centres

1.4

Number of service users who accessed out-patient based
treatment services

1.5

Number of trainees on substance abuse

1.6

Number of schools (Primary and Secondary) reached
through prevention services

Reporting
period
Quarterly
(Cumulati
ve)
Quarterly
(Cumulati
ve)
Quarterly
(Cumulati
ve)
Quarterly
(Cumulati
ve)
Annually
Quarterly

Annual
target
2016/17

Quarterly Targets
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

17075

3775

4525

4425

4350

9370

2220

2680

2550

1920

112

28

28

28

28

155

36

37

40

42

115

-

-

-

115

227

85

79

32

31

33

7.5 RECONCILING PERFORMANCE TARGETS WITH THE BUDGET AND MTEF
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8. PROGRAMME 5 – DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH
Objective of Programme: To render developmental social welfare services to vulnerable people and
groups in collaboration with partners to reduce their vulnerabilities and promote community
empowerment.
8. 1. SUB-PROGRAMME: MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT
Objective of Sub-programme: Provide for the payment of salaries and administration cost of the
management, and support staff providing services across all sub-programmes of this programme
8.2 SUB PROGRAMME: COMMUNITY MOBILISATION
Objective of Sub Programme: To build safe and sustainable communities through the creation of
strong community networks based on principles of trust and respect for local diversity, and nurturing
a sense of belonging and confidence in local people.

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

To build empowered
and cohesive
communities

Number of people
empowered
through
community
mobilisation
programmes

37250

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

-

-

11659

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

6050

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

6200

8000

8500

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF
No

1.1

Performance Indicator

Number of people reached
through community
mobilization programmes

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years
37250

Audited performance
2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

-

-

11659

Estimated
performanc
e 2015/16
Baseline

6050

2016/17

Medium-term targets
2017/18
2018/19

6200

8000

8500

SUB PROGRAMME: COMMUNITY MOBILISATION QUARTERLY TARGETS
No

Performance Indicator

1.1

Number of people reached through community mobilization
programmes

Reporting
period

Annual
target
2016/17

Quarterly
(Cumulati
ve)

6200

Quarterly Targets
Q1

Q2

Q3

1800

1500

1800

Q4
1100
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8.3 SUB-PROGRAMME: INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY BUILDING AND SUPPORT FOR NPO’s
Objective of Sub-programme: To support NPO registration and compliance monitoring, NPO
stakeholder liaison and communication, provide institutional capacity building, manage NPO funding
and monitoring and create a conducive environment for all NPO to flourish.

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

To develop institutional
capacity of NPO`s to
partner with the
department in service
delivery.

Number of NPO’s
developed to
partner with the
department in
service delivery

1750

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

1000

1988

1627

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

1595

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

1466

1700

1750

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF
No

1.1
1.2

1.3

Performance Indicator

Number of funded NPOs
Number of NPOs capacitated
according to the capacity
building guideline
Number of NPOs monitored
for compliance

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years
1563

1750
1563

Audited performance
Estimated
2012/13 2013/ 2014/15 performance
2015/16
14
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17
2017/18

2018/19

-

-

-

1563

1563

1563

1563

1000

1988

1627

1595

1466

1700

1750

-

100%

1466

1563

1214

1563

1563

SUB PROGRAMME: INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY BUILDING AND SUPPORT FOR NPO’s QUARTERLY
TARGETS
No

Performance Indicator
Number of funded NPOs

1.1

1.2

Number of NPOs capacitated according to the capacity
building guideline

1.3

Number of NPOs monitored for compliance

Reporting
period
Annually
(NonCumulative)
Quarterly
(Cumulative
)
Annually

Annual
target
2016/17

Quarterly Targets
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

1563

-

-

-

1563

1466

210

395

317

544

1214

-

-

-

1214
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8.4 SUB PROGRAMME: POVERTY ALLEVIATION AND SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOODS
Objective of Sub Programme: To provide programmes which promote income formation and selfreliance through sustainable livelihoods

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

To implement poverty
reduction initiatives
inclusive of the
provision of food to
poor people

Number of people
reached through
poverty reduction
initiatives and
DSD feeding
programmes

66521

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

-

2014/15

-

Medium-term targets

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

3262

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

12687

13480

13490

13374

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF

No

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

Performance Indicator

Number of poverty
reduction initiatives
supported
Number of people
benefitting from poverty
reduction initiatives
Number of households
accessing food through
DSD food security
programmes
Number of people
accessing food through
DSD feeding programmes
(centre based)

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
Estimated
2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17
2017/18

2018/19

65

28

-

104

50

51

55

60

10533

-

-

736

2106

2017

2130

2140

27620

1626

4778

722

5668

4720

5732

5750

55988

-

-

2526

11268

10670

11350

11350

SUB-PROGRAMME: POVERTY ALLEVIATION AND SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOODS QUARTERLY TARGETS
No

Performance Indicator

1.1

Number of poverty reduction initiatives
supported

1.2

Number of people benefitting from poverty
reduction initiatives

1.3

Number of households accessing food through
DSD food security programmes

1.4

Number of people accessing food through DSD
feeding programmes (centre based)

Reporting
period
Quarterly
(Noncumulative)
Quarterly
(Cumulative
)
Quarterly
(Cumulative
)
Quarterly
(Cumulative
)

Annual
target
2016/17

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

51

36

42

35

37

2017

366

786

378

487

4720

1705

1700

1700

1705

10670

3567

3567

3568

3568

Quarterly Targets
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8.5 SUB PROGRAMME: COMMUNITY-BASED RESEARCH AND PLANNING
Objective of Sub Programme: Provides communities an opportunity to learn about the life and
conditions of their locality and uplift the challenges and concerns facing their communities, as well as
their strengths and assets to be leveraged to address their challenges.

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To conduct research
(profile households) to
determine conditions
and challenges
(evidence) facing
households in
communities and to lay
a foundation for
interventions.

Number of
households who
were profiled in
support to
improve
livelihoods

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

32578

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2542

8874

4510

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

5967

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

5211

7000

7200

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF

No

1.1

1.2

1.3

Performance Indicator

Number of
households profiled
Number of
communities profiled in
a ward
Number of Community
Based Plans developed

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

32578

2542

8874

4510

366

-

55

40

-

6

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

5967

5211

7000

7200

28

65

71

70

80

12

27

23

37

37

SUB PROGRAMME: COMMUNITY-BASED RESEARCH AND PLANNING QUARTERLY TARGETS
No
1.1
1.2
1.3

Performance Indicator
Number of households profiled
Number of communities profiled in a
ward
Number of Community Based Plans
developed

Reporting
period
Quarterly
(Cumulative)
Quarterly
(Cumulative)
Quarterly
(Cumulative)

Annual
target
2016/17

Quarterly Targets
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

5211

1125

1507

1306

1273

71

19

18

18

16

23

5

7

6

5
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8.6 SUB-PROGRAMME: YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
Strategic Objective: Create an environment to help young people to develop constructive, affirmative
and sustainable relationships while concurrently providing opportunities for them to build their
competencies and needed skills to engage as partners in their own development and that of their
communities.

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To create a cadre of
patriotic youth who will
support programmes to
create caring
communities.

Number of youth
developed

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

31640

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

244

1044

887

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

5740

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

5890

6300

7450

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF

No

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5

1.6

Performance Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Number of youth
development structures
supported
Number of youth
participating in skills
development
programmes
Number of youth
participating in youth
mobilization programmes
Number of youth who are
linked to economic
opportunities
Number of Social
Enterprises targeting
youth
Number of youth
accessing services at
youth centres.

Estimated
performance
2015/16
2014/15 Baseline

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

150

16

22

25

700

-

-

26680

-

1480

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

57

87

100

120

651

470

570

600

650

-

-

4020

4660

5000

6000

44

790

138

450

180

200

300

30

0

0

0

0

17

25

25

2780

200

254

98

800

480

500

500

SUB PROGRAMME: YOUTH DEVELOPMENT QUARTERLY TARGETS
No
1.1
1.2
1.3

Performance Indicator
Number of youth development
structures supported
Number of youth participating in
skills development programmes
Number of youth participating in
youth mobilization programmes

Reporting
period
Quarterly
(NonCumulative)
Quarterly
(Cumulative)
Quarterly
(Cumulative)

Annual target
2016/17

Q1

Quarterly Targets
Q2
Q3

Q4

87

36

18

18

15

570

199

154

114

103

4660

1750

1200

1050

660

39

No

Performance Indicator

1.4

Number of youth who are linked to
economic opportunities
Number of Social Enterprises
targeting youth
Number of youth accessing services
at youth centres.

1.5
1.6

Quarterly Targets
Q2
Q3

Q4

7

107

33

33

17

-

-

-

17

480

50

150

150

130

Reporting
period

Annual target
2016/17

Q1

Quarterly

180

Annually
Quarterly

8.7 SUBPROGRAMME: WOMEN DEVELOPMENT
Objective to Sub Programme: Create an environment to help women to develop constructive,
affirmative and sustainable relationships while concurrently providing opportunities for them to build
their competencies and needed skills to engage as partners in their own development and that of their
communities.

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To provide
programmes for
empowerment of
women

Number of
women
empowered

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

-

-

1290

3187

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

622

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

515

650

700

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF

No

1.1

Performance Indicator

Number of women
participating in
empowerment
programmes

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

3187

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

-

-

1290

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

622

Medium-term targets
2016/17

515

2017/18

2018/19

650

700

SUB PROGRAMME: WOMEN DEVELOPMENT QUARTERLY TARGETS
No
1.1

Performance Indicator
Number of women participating in
empowerment programmes

Reporting
period
Quarterly
(Cumulative
)

Annual target
2016/17

Q1

Quarterly Targets
Q2
Q3

Q4

515

128

128

130

129

8.8 SUB-PROGRAMME: POPULATION POLICY PROMOTION
Objective of Sub-programme: To promote the implementation of the Population Policy within all
spheres of government and civil society through population research, advocacy, capacity building
and by monitoring and evaluating the implementation of the policy.
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Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

To coordinate and
manage
implementation of
population policy
across all sectors.

Number of
individuals from
different sectors
who implement
population policy
in their
development
plans

750

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

-

150

108

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

150

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

150

150

150

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF

No

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.4

1.5
1.6
1.7

Performance Indicator

Number of population
capacity development
sessions conducted
Number of individuals who
participated in population
capacity development
sessions
Number of Population
Advocacy, information,
Education and
Communication (IEC)
activities implemented
Number of Population
Policy Monitoring and
Evaluation reports
produced
Number of Research
Projects completed
Number of demographic
profiles projects completed
Number of research
training sessions
conducted

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

Estimated
performance
2015/16
2014/15
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

25

5

5

4

5

5

5

5

750

-

150

108

150

150

150

150

17

5

5

-

5

3

3

3

3

-

-

-

1

1

1

-

12

2

-

1

2

1

3

3

35

4

-

4

5

5

5

10

25

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

SUB PROGRAMME: POPULATION POLICY PROMOTION QUARTERLY TARGETS
No

Performance Indicator

1.1

Number of population capacity development
sessions conducted

1.2

Number of individuals who participated in
population capacity development sessions

1.3
1.4

Number of Population Advocacy, information,
Education and Communication activities
implemented
Number of Population Policy Monitoring and
Evaluation reports produced

Reporting
period
Quarterly
(Cumulati
ve)
Quarterly
(Cumulati
ve)
Quarterly
(Cumulati
ve)
Annually
(Non-

Quarterly Targets
Q2
Q3

Annual target
2016/17

Q1

5

1

2

1

1

150

30

60

30

30

3

1

1

1

-

1

-

-

-

1

Q4
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No

Performance Indicator

Number of Research Projects completed
1.5

1.6

1.7

Number of demographic profile projects
completed

Number of research training sessions
conducted

Quarterly Targets
Q2
Q3

Reporting
period
Cumulativ
e)
Annually
(NonCumulativ
e)
Annually
(NonCumulativ
e)

Annual target
2016/17

Q1

1

-

-

-

1

5

-

-

-

5

Quarterly

5

1

1

2

1

Q4
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8.9 Reconciling performance targets with the Budget and MTEF
Expenditure estimates
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PART C: LINKS TO OTHER PLANS
9. LINKS TO THE LONG-TERM INFRASTRUCTURE AND OTHER CAPITAL PLANS
The Free State Department of Social Development requires specific infrastructure to ensure that
the strategic objectives are achieved within the set time frame. With regards to physical
infrastructure the Provincial Department currently has a shortage of facilities. There is an
immediate and urgent need for Offices, and a Substance Dependency Treatment Centre, Protective
Workshop, Shelters for Abused Women, and crèches.
The Department has 3 Secure Care Centres, 2 Old Age Homes, 1 Shelter for Victims of Crime, 2
Places of Safety, 6 State Owned Offices and 20 Leased Office Accommodation. The Department is
in the process of renovating its institutions and offices to meet the required standard in terms of
Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) requirements and to be in line with the Department’s service
delivery objectives.
The following table provides an outline of the allocated infrastructure budget for new and
replacement assets as well as maintenance and repairs.
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10.

CONDITIONAL GRANTS
The other grant is for Expanded Public Works Programme which is detailed below.

Name of grant
Purpose

Performance indicator

EPWP SOCIAL SECTOR CONDITIONAL GRANT
The subsidize Social Development to enhance its service delivery capacity by recruiting and
deploying change agents by providing training and providing stipends to previously unpaid
volunteers to maximise their value add in service delivery in line with the Expanded Public
Works Programme (EPWP) Guidelines
Number of change agents and community care givers trained on skills development
programmes

Continuation

Continuation of the Grant is dependent on performance of the department

Motivation

●
●
●
●
●

Name of grant
Purpose
Reasons not
incorporated in
equitable share
Projected life
Motivation

Increased employment and skills development through the delivery of quality services
Provide income to volunteers currently offering their services on a voluntary unpaid basis
Improved opportunities for participation in mainstream economy through experience and
learning gained in EPWP
Increased contribution to government’s goal of halving poverty and unemployment by
2014
Improved sector coherency, coordination and integration through development of sector
wide policies, systems and delivery processes

*SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT GRANT
To provide funding for the construction of substance dependency treatment facility in the
province of Free State
This grant enables the DSD to ensure the delivery of a substance abuse treatment facility in
the province that did not have a public facility.
The grant is expected to end 2016/17, after which it will form part of the equitable share
● Reduction in recurrence of substance abuse
● Affordable public treatment programmes

*The target (Substance Abuse Treatment Centre), is captured under Infrastructure Planning and Facility
Management as 1 of the 2 centres.
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11.

PUBLIC ENTITIES
None

Transfers to local government

12. PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS
The department does not have any PPP projects.
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PART D: STRATEGIC PLAN OVERVIEW
Vision
A Caring and Self-reliant Society.
Mission
To transform our society by building conscious and capable citizens through the provision of
integrated social development services.
Values
● Human dignity is a fundamental human right that must be protected in terms of the
Constitution of South Africa and facilitates freedoms, justice and peace.
● Respect is showing regard for one another and the people we serve and is a fundamental
value for the realisation of development goals.
● Integrity is ensuring that we are consistent with our values, principles, actions, and
measures and thus generate trustworthiness amongst ourselves and with our
stakeholders.
● Fairness expresses our commitment to providing services to all South Africans without
prejudice based on race, gender, religion or creed.
● Equality- seeks to ensure equal access to services, participation of citizens in the decisions
that affect their lives and the pursuit of equity imperatives where imbalances exist.
Principles
We seek to embody the Batho- Pele Principles in our efforts so as to ensure that our service
provision is done in humane ways and results in positive and sustainable outcomes for the citizens
of South Africa.
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Consultation: people should be consulted about the level and quality of services they
receive, and wherever possible, be given a choice.
Service standards: people should be told what level and quality of services they will
receive.
Access: all citizens should have equal access to the services to which they are entitled.
Courtesy: all people should be treated with courtesy and consideration.
Information: people should be given full, accurate information about the services they
receive.
Openness and transparency: about how the department is run, how much it costs, and
who is in charge.
Redress: if a promised standard of service is not delivered, people should be offered an
apology, an explanation and a speedy remedy. When complaints are made, people should
receive a sympathetic, positive response.
Value for money: public services should be provided economically and efficiently
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STRATEGIC GOALS OF THE DEPARTMENT
Strategic Goal 1
Goal statement
Justification
Links

Strategic Goal 2
Goal statement
Justification
Links

Provide safety nets and community development services
To render developmental social welfare services to vulnerable people and groups in collaboration
with partners to reduce their vulnerabilities and promote community empowerment
The rationale is to reduce vulnerability, arising from multi-faceted social ills, by restorative,
prevention and empowerment programmes which promotes social functioning and self-reliance
Supports the achievement of MDG (1.2) , Provincial Outcomes Based Plan Medium Term Strategic
Priority (1,2 &7), and Development Plan :Vision 2030
Promote good governance
To instil good governance through sound business management practices in support of effective and
efficient service delivery
Promote institutional integrity by modernizing business systems to achieve efficiency, effectiveness,
cohesiveness and accountability
Supports Clean Audit Campaign, compliance to legislative frameworks and increased rate of
customer satisfaction

REVISED STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES OF THE DEPARTMENT
The following changes were affected with regard to the 2015/2020 Strategic Plan and which is due
to the reformulation of indicators and or the adjustment of targets.
4. PROGRAMME 1: ADMINISTRATION
This programme captures the strategic management and support services at all levels of the
Department i.e. Provincial, Regional, District and Facility/Institutional level.
Strategic Goal: Promote good governance.
4.1 SUB-PROGRAMME: OFFICE OF THE MEC
Strategic Objective: To provide political and legislative interface between government, civil society
and all other relevant stakeholders.
Strategic Objective

To provide political and legislative interface between government, civil society and all other relevant stakeholders.

Objective statement

To render a secretarial support, administrative, public relations /communication and parliamentary support services
as required to the Office of the MEC

Baseline

None

Justification

Ensure good and accountable governance.

Links

Linked to: Medium Term Strategic Framework, Budget, DORA and PFMA Programme of Action

Strategic
Objective

Strategic
Indicator

To promote
good
governance

Render a
secretarial
support,
administrative,

Strategic
Plan Target
over 5 years
Annually

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Daily

Daily

Daily

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline
To render a
secretarial
support,
administra-

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

To render
a secretarial
support,

To render
a secretarial
support,

To
render a
secretarial
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Strategic
Objective

Strategic
Indicator

Strategic
Plan Target
over 5 years

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

public relations
/communication
and
parliamentary
support service to
the Office of the
MEC

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline
tive, public
relations
/communication and
parliamentary
support
service as
required to
the Office of
the MEC

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

administrative,
public
relations
/ communication
and
parliamentary
support
service as
required
to the
Office of
the MEC

administrative,
public
relations /
communication
and
parliamentary
support
service as
required
to the
Office of
the MEC

support,
adminis
-trative,
public
relation
s/
communication
and
parliamentary
support
service
as
require
d to the
Office
of the
MEC

4.2 SUB-PROGRAMME: CORPORATE MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Strategic Objective: Provide strategic direction and the overall management and administration of
the Department
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Strategic Objective

To institutionalise good governance through sound business process and practices in support of effective service delivery.

Objective statement

23651 Work opportunities created by DSD

Baseline

100 work opportunities created by DSD in 2014/15

Justification

Ensure good and accountable governance.

Links

Linked to: Medium Term Strategic Framework & FSGDS

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To instil good
governance through
sound business process
and practices in
support of effective
service delivery

Number of work
opportunities
created

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

23651

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

50

60

100

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

5606

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018
/19

4561

4556

4604

INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING AND FACILITY MANAGEMENT
Strategic Objective

To institutionalise good governance through sound business process and practices in support of effective service delivery.

Objective statement

Construct 20 facilities (Centres & ECDs) by 2019/20

Baseline

None

Justification

Ensure good and accountable governance.

Links

Linked to: Medium Term Strategic Framework & FSGDS
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Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To institutionalise good
governance through
sound business process
and practices in
support of effective
service delivery.

Number of
facilities
constructed by
2019/20

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

20

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

-

-

-

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

4

Medium-term targets
2016/17

4
(2
centres
2 ECD)

2017/18

2018/19

4

4

4.3. SUB-PROGRAMME: DISTRICT MANAGEMENT
Objective of Sub-programme: Provides for the decentralisation, management and administration of
services at the District level within the Department.
Strategic Objective

To provide for the decentralised management and administration of services at the District level within the
Department.

Objective Statement

100 Decentralised management and administration sessions at the Districts level implemented

Baseline

None

Justification

Delivery of public goods to clients and communities

Links

Linked to: Medium Term Strategic Framework, MDG`s, NDP and FSGDS.

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To provide for the
decentralised
management and
administration of
services at the District
level within the
Department.

Number of
decentralised
management and
administration
sessions
implemented at
the Districts level

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

100

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

-

-

-

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

20

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

20

20

20

5. PROGRAMME 2 – SOCIAL WELFARE SERVICES
Strategic objective: Provide integrated developmental social welfare services to the poor and
vulnerable in partnership with stakeholders and civil society organisations.
5.1. SUB-PROGRAMME: MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT
Objective of Sub-programme: Provide for the payment of salaries and administration cost of the
management and support staff providing services across all sub-programmes of this programme
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5.2: SUB PROGRAMME: SERVICES TO OLDER PERSONS
Objective of Sub-programme: Design and implement integrated services for the care, support and
protection of older persons.

Objective statement

To create an environment that enables the promotion of the development of older persons and the protection of their
rights
35049 Older persons provided with services

Baseline

10397 Older persons received services in 2014/2015

Strategic Objective

Justification

Links

Constitutional Obligations and protection of their rights
Legislation/Policies
Older Persons Act (13 of 2006)
Community awareness of Services/Rights
Linked to: NDP Vision 2030 Outcomes: (A long and healthy life for all South Africans and an inclusive and responsive
social protection system) and Free State Growth and Development Strategy (Driver 11).

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To create an
environment that
enables the promotion
of the development of
older persons and the
protection of their
rights

Number of Older
persons provided
with services

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

35049

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

6181

5243

10397

Estimated
performa
nce
2015/16
Baseline

7693

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

6839

6839

6839

5.3. SUB-PROGRAMME: SERVICES TO PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
Objective of Sub-programme: Design and implement integrated programmes and provide services
that facilitate the promotion of the well-being and the socio economic empowerment of persons with
disabilities.
Strategic Objective

To protect and promote the rights of people with disabilities

Objective
Statement

9427 People with disabilities provided with services

Baseline

2417 People with disabilities provided with services in 2014/15

Justification

Links

Constitutional Obligations and protection of their rights
Legislation/Policies
Policy on Disability (Launched 17/3/09)
UN Convention on rights of Persons with Disabilities
Community Awareness of Services/Rights
Marginalization of Persons with Disabilities
Linked to: NDP Vision 2030 Outcomes: (A long and healthy life for all South Africans and An inclusive and responsive social
protection system), Medium Term Strategic Framework 2014–2019 Priorities (Disabilities), and Free State Growth and
Development Strategy (Driver 11).

Strategic Objective

Strategic
Indicator

To protect and
promote the rights of
people with

Number of
people with
disabilities

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years
9427

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

416

2240

2417

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline
1955

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

1868

1868

1868
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Strategic Objective

Strategic
Indicator

disabilities including
social security rights

provided with
services

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

5.4. SUB PROGRAMME: HIV AND AIDS
Objective of Sub-programme: Design and implement integrated community based care programmes
and services aimed at mitigating the social and economic impact of HIV and AIDS
Strategic Objective

To reduce the incidence and minimize the psychosocial impact of HIV and AIDS.

Objective statement

HIV and AIDS programmes provided to 40278 people to reduce incidences and minimise its psychosocial impact

`Baseline

HIV and AIDS programmes provided to 12476 people in 2014/15

Justification

Links

HIV & AIDS, TB and STI Strategic Plan for South Africa, 2012-2016
National Integrated Plan.
Policy Framework for Orphans and Other Children made Vulnerable by HIV and AIDS – South Africa.
National Action Plan for OVC 2012 – 2016.
Guidelines for Child Care Forums.
Increase in the prevalence of HIV and AIDS which has the negative impact on children and their families in the province.
Linked to: NDP Vision 2030 Outcomes: (A long and healthy life for all South Africans and an inclusive and responsive
social protection system), Medium Term Strategic Framework 2014–2019 Priorities (Children) and Free State Growth
and Development Strategy (Driver 11).

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

To reduce the
incidence and
minimize the
psychosocial impact
of HIV and AIDS.

Number of people
who benefitted
from HIV and AIDS
programmes to
reduce incidences
and minimise its
psychosocial
impact

40278

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

-

2583

12476

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

8530

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

7937

7937

7937

5.5. SUB PROGRAMME: SOCIAL RELIEF
Objective of Sub-programme: To respond to emergency needs identified in communities affected by
disasters not declared, and / or any other social condition resulting in undue hardship.
Strategic Objective

To improve income, assets and capabilities of poor families and communities to enhance their livelihoods

Objective statement

Social relief provided to 10000 poor families and communities

Baseline

Social relief provided to 1754 poor families and communities in 2014/15

Justification

Links

Fifty one comma seven percent (51.7%) of the people of the Free State live in poverty, which is above the national
average. Bill of Rights.
The unemployment rate for the Free State, when compared to the rest of South Africa, has increased more than all
other provinces.
Poverty rates have increased dramatically over the past ten years in all five district municipalities. Increasing
incidences of disaster and natural hazards
Linked to: NDP Vision 2030 Outcomes: Comprehensive rural development, and an inclusive and responsive social
protection system, Medium Term Strategic Framework 2014-2019– Priorities Food and Nutrition Security, Budget
Injunctions of Executing Authority
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Strategic Objective

To improve income,
assets and capabilities
of poor families and
communities to
enhance their
livelihoods.

Strategic
Indicator
Number of poor
families and
communities
provided with
Social relief

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

10000

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

-

2660

1754

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

2000

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2000

2000

2000

6. PROGRAMME 3 – CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
Objective of Programme: Provide comprehensive child and family care and support services to
communities in partnership with stakeholders and civil society organisations.
Objective of Programme: Provide comprehensive child and family care and support services to
communities in partnership with stakeholders and civil society organisations.
6.1. SUB-PROGRAMME: MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT
Objective of Sub-programme: Provide for the payment of salaries and administration cost of the
management and support staff providing services across all sub-programmes of this programme
6.2. SUB-PROGRAMME: CARE AND SERVICES TO FAMILIES
Objective of Sub-programme: Invest in Programmes and services to promote functional families and
to prevent vulnerability in families
Strategic Objective

To create an environment that enables the promotion of the functional families and prevention of their vulnerability.

Objective statement

43110 Families accessing services for families

Baseline

9228 Families accessing services for families in 2014/15

Justification

Links

Problems of social cohesion.
Disintegration of families.
Increased demand for services by communities.
Migration/Urbanisation.
Linked to: NDP Vision 2030 Outcomes: (Nation building and social cohesion, and An inclusive and responsive social
protection system), Medium Term Strategic Framework 2014–2019 Priorities Province Address, Budget Injunctions of
Executing Authority and Free State Growth and Development Strategy (Driver 11).

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To create an
environment that
enables the promotion
of the functional
families and prevention
of their vulnerability

Number of
Families accessing
services for
families

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

43110

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

5555

8709

9228

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

6040

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

6954

9655

10230
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6.3. SUB PROGRAMME: CHILD CARE AND PROTECTION SERVICES (Children’s Act)
Objective of Sub-programme: Design and implement integrated programmes and services that
provide for the development, care and protection of the rights of children
Strategic Objective

To invest in and ensure the provision of quality services to children and youth including those in need of care and
protection

Objective Statement

Services provided to 48881 vulnerable children

Baseline

Services provided to 6032 vulnerable children in 2014/15

Justification

Links

Statutory Requirements: Care and protection of children’s rights
Children’s Act 38 of 2005 as amended (signed in 2007);
Strategy on the management of child abuse, neglect and exploitation.
Provincial Protocol on Child Abuse.
White Paper on Social Welfare.
Research findings demonstrating increased vulnerabilities and abuse of children.
Linked to: NDP Vision 2030 Outcomes: All people in South Africa are and feel safe, and An inclusive and responsive social
protection system, Medium Term Strategic Framework 2014–2019 Priorities (Children), and Free State Growth and
Development Strategy (Driver 7).

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To invest in and
ensure the
provision of quality
services to children
and youth including
those in need of
care and protection

Number of
vulnerable children
provided with
services

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

48881

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

3398

7077

6032

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

9782

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

8193

10190

10358

6.4 SUB-PROGRAMME: ECD AND PARTIAL CARE
Objective of Sub Programme: Provide comprehensive early childhood development services
Strategic Objective

To invest in and ensure the provision of quality early childhood development services to children (0-5 years).

Objective statement
Baseline
Justification

Quality ECD services provided to 100 000 Children (0-5 years) by 2019/20
97628 Children (0-5 years) received quality ECD services in 2014/15
Statutory Requirements: Care and protection of children’s rights
Children’s Act 38 of 2005 as amended (signed in 2007);
-White Paper on Social Welfare
-National Guidelines on ECD
-National Integrated Plan on ECD
-National ECD Action Plan
-ND diagnostic report – state of SA children
Linked to: NDP Vision 2030 (Outcome: Quality Basic Education, and An inclusive and responsive social protection system),
Medium term Strategic Framework 2014-2019 Priorities (Early Childhood Development), and Free State Growth and
Development Strategy (Driver 6).

Links

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

Strategic
Plan Target
over 5 years

To invest in and
ensure the
provision of quality
services to early

Number of children
(0-5 years) who
receive quality ECD
services

100 000

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

95,000

93,230

97628

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline
100 000

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

97628

98628

99628
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Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

Strategic
Plan Target
over 5 years

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

childhood
development
services to children
(0-5 years).

6.5 SUB-PROGRAMME: CHILD AND YOUTH CARE CENTRES
Objective of Sub Programme: Provide alternative care and support to vulnerable children
Strategic Objective
Objective statement
Baseline
Justification
Links

To secure and support vulnerable children and youth through alternative care.
Services provided to 5749 children in need of care and protection at funded Child and Youth Care Centres
Services provided to 70 children in need of care and protection at funded Child and Youth Care Centres in 2014/15
Statutory Requirements: Care and protection of children’s rights.
Legislative and policy frameworks on the rights and protection of vulnerable groups.
Linked to: NDP Vision 2030 Outcomes: (All people in South Africa are and feel safe, and An inclusive and responsive
social protection system), Medium Term Strategic Framework 2014–2019 Priorities (children and youth), Free State
Growth and Development Strategy (Driver 11)

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To secure and
support vulnerable
children and youth
through alternative
care.

Number of
vulnerable children
in need of care and
protection at
funded Child and
Youth Care Centres

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

5749

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

-
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70

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

1009

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

1185

1185

1185

6.6 SUB PROGRAMME: COMMUNITY-BASED CARE SERVICES TO CHILDREN
Objective of Sub Programme: Provide protection, care and support to vulnerable children in
communities
Strategic Objective

To protect, care and support vulnerable children in communities.

Objective statement
Baseline

Services provided to 49228 vulnerable children in communities through Isibindi model
Services provided to 1354 vulnerable children in communities through Isibindi model in 2014/15

Justification

Legislative and policy frameworks on the rights and protection of vulnerable groups
Gender disparities in power, social, economic relations still pervasive. Incidence of family violence and integration
on the rise.

Links

Linked to: NDP Vision 2030 Outcomes: (A long and healthy life for all South Africans and An inclusive and
responsive social protection system), Medium Term Strategic Framework 2014–2019 Priorities (Children), and
Free State Growth and Development Strategy (Driver 11). Convention on the elimination of all Forms of
Discrimination against Women (CEDAW)

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To protect, care
and support

Number of
vulnerable children

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years
49228

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

-

2738

1354

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline
1860

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

11842

11842

11842
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Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

vulnerable children
in communities.

in communities
provided with
services through
Isibindi model

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

7. PROGRAMME 4 – RESTORATIVE SERVICES
Objective of Programme: Provide integrated developmental social crime prevention and antisubstance abuse services to the most vulnerable in partnership with stakeholders and civil society
organisations.
7.1. SUB-PROGRAMME: MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT
Objective of Sub-programme: Provide for the payment of salaries and administration cost of the
management and support staff providing services across all sub-programmes of this programme
7.2. SUB PROGRAMME: CRIME PREVENTION AND SUPPORT
Objective of Sub-programme: Develop and implement social crime prevention programmes and
provide probation services targeting children, youth and adult offenders and victims within the
criminal justice process
Strategic Objective

To reduce crime

Objective statement

Services rendered to 7872 children and youth who are in conflict with the law

Baseline

Services rendered to 1863 children and youth who are in conflict with the law in 2014/15

Justification

Links

Legislative and policy frameworks on the rights and protection of vulnerable groups. Rights and protection of children
is also enshrined in UN Convections on the Rights of Children of which South Africa is a signatory. Neglect and illtreatment of children has increased by approximately 50% since 2001.
Linked to: NDP Vision 2030 Outcomes: All people in South Africa are and feel safe, and An inclusive and responsive
social protection system, Medium Term Strategic Framework 2014–2019 Priorities (children and youth), and Free State
Growth and Development Strategy (Driver 11). UN Convections on the Rights of Children.

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

To reduce crime

Number of
children and
youth who are in
conflict with the
law provided with
services

7872

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2615

2249

1863

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

1800

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

770

1804

1749
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7.3 SUBPROGRMME: VICTIM EMPOWERMENT
Objective of Sub-programme: Design and implement integrated programmes and services to support,
care and empower victims of violence and crime in particular women and children
Strategic Objective

To reduce the risk of sexual and physical violence against women (gender based violence)

Objective statement

Victim Empowerment Services rendered to 43244 women and children

Baseline

Victim Empowerment Services rendered to 7904 women and children in 2014/15

Justification

Links

Vulnerable groups: women and children.
Gender disparities in power, social, economic relations still pervasive. Incidence of family violence and integration on the
rise. Legislative and policy frameworks on the rights and protection of vulnerable groups.
Linked to: NDP Vision 2030 Outcomes: All people in South Africa are and feel safe, and An inclusive and responsive social
protection system, Medium Term Strategic Framework 2014–2019 Priorities (Gender Based Violence), DSD Theme (Social
cohesion) and Free State Growth and Development Strategy (Driver 11). National Policy for Victim Empowerment,
Domestic Violence Act, Act 116 of 1998 ,
Criminal Law (Sexual Offences and Related Matters) Amendment Act, Act 32 of 2007 and Convention on the elimination
of all Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW)

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To reduce the risk of
sexual and physical
violence against
women (gender based
violence)

Number of
women and
children provided
with VEP services

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

43244

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

5560

2213

7904

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

8939

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2743

10512

10525

7.4 SUB-PROGRAMME: SUBSTANCE ABUSE, PREVENTION, AND REHABILITATION
Objective of Sub-programme: Design and implement integrated services for substance abuse,
prevention, treatment and rehabilitation.
Strategic Objective

To reduce substance abuse

Objective
statement

Services for prevention, treatment and rehabilitation of substance abuse rendered to 148345 Children and Adults

Baseline

Services for prevention, treatment and rehabilitation of substance abuse rendered to 33849 Children and Adults in 2014/15

Justification

Links

In terms of The Prevention and Treatment of Drug Dependency Act (20 of 1992) and the National Drug Master Plan the
Department of Social Development need to render: Prevention services that include awareness, education, intervention and
early intervention services; Community- Based Treatment (Out-patient Treatment); In-patient Treatment; Capacity building;
and to facilitate and maintain infrastructure for the implementation of the National Drug Master Plan and Free State Mini
Drug Master Plan (FSMDMP).
Linked to: NDP Vision 2030 Outcomes: (A long and healthy life for all South Africans, and An inclusive and responsive social
protection system). Medium term Strategic Framework 2014–2019 Priorities (Substance Abuse, Prevention, Treatment and
Rehabilitation) and Free State Growth and Development (Driver 11).

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

To reduce substance
abuse

Number of
children and
adults who
receive integrated
services for

148 345

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

503

1194

33 849

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

29 736

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

26 712

29 721

31 088
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Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

prevention,
treatment and
rehabilitation of
substance abuse

8. PROGRAMME 5 – DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH
Objective of Programme: To render developmental social welfare services to vulnerable people and
groups in collaboration with partners to reduce their vulnerabilities and promote community
empowerment.
8. 1. SUB-PROGRAMME: MANAGEMENT AND SUPPORT
Objective of Sub-programme: Provide for the payment of salaries and administration cost of the
management, and support staff providing services across all sub-programmes of this programme
8.2 SUB PROGRAMME: COMMUNITY MOBILISATION
Objective of Sub Programme: To build safe and sustainable communities through the creation of
strong community networks based on principles of trust and respect for local diversity, and nurturing
a sense of belonging and confidence in local people.
Strategic Objective

To build empowered and cohesive communities

Objective statement

Community mobilisation programmes rendered to 37250 people

Baseline

Community mobilisation programmes rendered to 11659 people in 2014/15

Justification
Links

Ensuring ownership and participation of communities in their own development. Building of social capital in
communities.
Linked to: Medium Term Strategic Framework, MDG`s NDP and FSGDS Priorities (Comprehensive rural
development strategy , land and agrarian reform and food security), DSD Theme (Reduce child, adult and older
persons poverty) and Budget Injunctions of Executing Authority

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

To build empowered
and cohesive
communities

Number of people
empowered
through
community
mobilisation
programmes

37250

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

-

-

11659

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

6050

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

6200

8000

8500
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8.3 SUB-PROGRAMME: INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY BUILDING AND SUPPORT FOR NPO’s
Objective of Sub-programme: To support NPO registration and compliance monitoring, NPO
stakeholder liaison and communication, provide institutional capacity building, manage NPO funding
and monitoring and create a conducive environment for all NPO to flourish.
Strategic Objective

To develop institutional capacity of NPO`s to partner with the department in service delivery.

Objective statement

1750 NPO’s developed to partner with the department in service delivery

Baseline

1627 NPO’s developed to partner with the department in service delivery in 2014/15

Justification

Ensure good governance and accountability of social development partners.

Links

NPO Act of 1997, Policy on Financial Awards, White Paper for Social Welfare. Developmental social welfare
and partnership approach.
MTSF 2014-2019, Encourage volunteerism and patriotism.

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

To develop institutional
capacity of NPO`s to
partner with the
department in service
delivery.

Number of NPO’s
developed to
partner with the
department in
service delivery

1750

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

1000

1988

1627

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

1595

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

1466

1700

1750

8.4 SUB PROGRAMME: POVERTY ALLEVIATION AND SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOODS
Objective of Sub Programme: To provide programmes which promote income formation and selfreliance through sustainable livelihoods
Strategic Objective

To implement poverty reduction initiatives inclusive of the provision of food to poor people

Objective statement

Reach 66521 people through poverty reduction initiatives and DSD feeding programmes

Baseline

3262 People reached through poverty reduction initiatives and DSD feeding programmes

Justification

Political priority of government. (Poverty levels, unemployment rate, substance abuse, teenage mothers).

Links

Linked to: National Development Plan Vision 2030; Outcome 4 & 13 Medium Term Strategic Framework –
Priorities (Comprehensive rural development strategy linked to land and agrarian reform and food
security), DSD Theme (Reduce child, adult and older person’s poverty). White Paper and Social Welfare

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To implement poverty
reduction initiatives
inclusive of the
provision of food to
poor people

Number of people
reached through
poverty reduction
initiatives and
DSD feeding
programmes

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

66521

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

-

-

3262

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

13374

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

12687

13480

13490
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8.5 SUB PROGRAMME: COMMUNITY-BASED RESEARCH AND PLANNING
Objective of Sub Programme: Provides communities an opportunity to learn about the life and
conditions of their locality and uplift the challenges and concerns facing their communities, as well as
their strengths and assets to be leveraged to address their challenges.
Strategic Objective
Objective statement
Baseline

To conduct research (profile households) to determine conditions and challenges (evidence) facing households in
communities and to lay a foundation for interventions.
Profile 32578 households (obtain evidence) to lay a foundation for service delivery interventions (support regarding the
improvement of livelihoods).
4510 Households profiled in 2014/15

Justification
Links

Availability of data for evidence based planning and service delivery (Poverty levels, unemployment rate, substance
abuse, teenage mothers).
Demographic dividend.
Linked to: Medium Term Strategic Framework – Priorities (Comprehensive rural development strategy linked to land
and agrarian reform and food security), Population policy and IDP`s.

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To conduct research
(profile households) to
determine conditions
and challenges
(evidence) facing
households in
communities and to lay
a foundation for
interventions.

Number of
households who
were profiled in
support to
improve
livelihoods

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

32578

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

2542

8874

4510

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

5967

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

5211

7000

7200

8.6 SUB-PROGRAMME: YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
Strategic Objective: Create an environment to help young people to develop constructive, affirmative
and sustainable relationships while concurrently providing opportunities for them to build their
competencies and needed skills to engage as partners in their own development and that of their
communities.
Strategic Objective
Objective Statement
Baseline
Justification

Links

To create a cadre of patriotic youth who will support programmes to create caring communities.
31640 Youth accessing services by DSD
887 Youth accessing services by DSD in 2014/15
Fifty one comma seven percent (51.7%) of the people of the Free State live in poverty, which is above the national
average.
High youth unemployment rate for in the country and province.
Marginalization and vulnerability of youth. Youth constitute a demographic dividend.
Linked to: Medium Term Strategic Framework – NDP and FSGD Priorities. National Youth Development Strategy.

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To create a cadre of
patriotic youth who will
support programmes to

Number of youth
developed

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years
31640

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

244

1044

887

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline
5740

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

5890

6300

7450
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Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

create caring
communities.

8.7 SUBPROGRAMME: WOMEN DEVELOPMENT
Objective to Sub Programme: Create an environment to help women to develop constructive,
affirmative and sustainable relationships while concurrently providing opportunities for them to build
their competencies and needed skills to engage as partners in their own development and that of their
communities.
Strategic Objective

To provide programmes for empowerment of women

Objective statement

3187 Women empowered

Baseline

1290 Women empowered in 2014/15
Women are most vulnerable to poverty and face persistent gender discrimination have extensive care-giving
responsibilities. Programme aimed at ensure gender (women) specific development progress to address their historic
marginalization and exploitation.

Justification
Links

Social Welfare White Paper, Copenhagen Declaration , MDG`s and Beijing Platform of Action

Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

To provide
programmes for
empowerment of
women

Number of
women
empowered

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years
3187

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

-

-

1290

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

622

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

515

650

700

8.8 SUB-PROGRAMME: POPULATION POLICY PROMOTION
Objective of Sub-programme: To promote the implementation of the Population Policy within all
spheres of government and civil society through population research, advocacy, capacity building
and by monitoring and evaluating the implementation of the policy.
Strategic Objective
Objective Statement
Baseline

To coordinate and manage implementation of population policy across all sectors.
750 Individuals from different sectors capacitated to implement population characteristics (variables) in
development plans
108 Individuals from different sectors capacitated to implement population characteristics (variables) in development
plans

Justification

Ensure population trends and growth which is consistent with the achievement of sustainable human development.

Links

Population Policy for South Africa of 1998, Free State Population and Development Strategy 2009-2014 and 15 Year
Review of the Implementation of the ICPD PoA in Africa.
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Strategic Objective

Strategic Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

To coordinate and
manage
implementation of
population policy
across all sectors.

Number of
individuals from
different sectors
who implement
population policy
in their
development
plans

750

Audited performance
2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

-

150

108

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

150

Medium-term targets
2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

150

150

150

NON-FINANCIAL DATA ELEMENTS HAVE CHANGED FROM PREVIOUS YEARS AND THUS THE NEW
FOLLOWING MTEF AND QUARTERLY TARGETS:
4.2 SUB-PROGRAMME: CORPORATE MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Objective of Sub-programme: Provide strategic direction and the overall management and
administration of the Department
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Strategic Objective

To institutionalise good governance through sound business process and practices in support of effective service delivery.

Objective statement

23651 Work opportunities created by DSD

Baseline

100 Work opportunities created by DSD in 2014/15

Justification

Ensure good and accountable governance.

Links

Linked to: Medium Term Strategic Framework & FSGDS

No

4

Programme Performance Indicator

Number of Learners on learnerships
programme

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years
350

Audited/Actual Performance
2012/13
2013/14
2014/15

50

60

100

Estimated
Performance
2015/16

100

Medium-term targets
2016/17 2017/18 2018/19

100

100

100

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT QUARTERLY TARGETS
No
.
4

Performance Indicator
Number of Learners on
learnerships programme

Reporting Period
Annually (NonCumulative)

2016/2017

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

100

-

-

-

100

5. PROGRAMME 2 – SOCIAL WELFARE SERVICES
Strategic objective: Provide integrated developmental social welfare services to the poor and
vulnerable in partnership with stakeholders and civil society organisations.
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5.2: SUB PROGRAMME: SERVICES TO OLDER PERSONS
Objective of Sub-programme: Design and implement integrated services for the care, support
and protection of older persons.

Objective statement

To create an environment that enables the promotion of the development of older persons and the protection of their
rights
35049 Older persons provided with services

Baseline

10397 Older persons provided with services in 2014/15

Strategic Objective

Justification

Links

Constitutional Obligations and protection of their rights
Legislation/Policies
Older Persons Act (13 of 2006)
Community awareness of Services/Rights
Linked to: NDP Vision 2030 Outcomes: (A long and healthy life for all South Africans and an inclusive and responsive social
protection system) and Free State Growth and Development Strategy (Driver 11).

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF
No.

1.2
1.3

Performance Indicator

Number of older persons
accessing residential facilities
Number of older persons
accessing community based
care and support services

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13
2013/14

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

2014/15

Medium-term targets
2016/17
2017/18

2018/19

7911

-

-

2228

2155

1439

1439

1439

27 138

6181

5243

8169

5538

5400

5400

5400

SUB PROGRAMME: SERVICES TO OLDER PERSONS QUARTERLY TARGETS
Reporting
period

Performance Indicator
Number of older persons accessing residential facilities
1.2

1.3

Number of older persons accessing community based
care and support services

Quarterly
(NonCumulative)
Quarterly
(NonCumulative)

Annual
target
2016/17

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

1439

1439

1439

1439

1439

5400

5400

5400

5400

5400

Quarterly Targets

5.3. SUB-PROGRAMME: SERVICES TO PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
Objective of Sub-programme: Design and implement integrated programmes and provide services
that facilitate the promotion of the well-being and the socio economic empowerment of persons
with disabilities.
Strategic
Objective
Objective
Statement

Protect and promote the rights of people with disabilities
9427 People with disabilities provided with services

Baseline

2417 People with disabilities provided with services in 2014/15

Justification

Constitutional Obligations and protection of their rights
Legislation/Policies
Policy on Disability (Launched 17/3/09)
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UN Convention on rights of Persons with Disabilities
Community Awareness of Services/Rights
Marginalization of Persons with Disabilities
Linked to: NDP Vision 2030 Outcomes: (A long and healthy life for all South Africans and An inclusive and responsive social
protection system), Medium Term Strategic Framework 2014–2019 Priorities (Disabilities), and Free State Growth and
Development Strategy (Driver 11).

Links

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF
No.

1.2

1.3

1.6

Performance Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Number of persons with
disabilities accessing residential
facilities.
Number of persons with
disabilities accessing services in
funded protective workshops.
Number of children accessing day
care facilities for children with
disabilities

Audited performance
2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17
2017/18

2018/19

2561

29

584

719

613

487

487

487

3791

387

705

895

727

766

766

766

3075

-

951

803

615

615

615

615

SUB PROGRAMME: SERVICES TO PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES QUARTERLY TARGETS

No.

Performance Indicator

1.2

Number of persons with disabilities accessing residential
facilities.

1.3

Number of persons with disabilities accessing services in funded
protective workshops.

1.6

Number of children accessing day care facilities for children
with disabilities

Reporting
period
Quarterly
(NonCumulative)
Quarterly
(NonCumulative)
Quarterly

Annual
target
2016/17

Quarterly Targets
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

487

487

487

487

487

766

766

766

766

766

615

615

615

615

615

5.4. SUB PROGRAMME: HIV AND AIDS
Objective of Sub-programme: Design and implement integrated community based care programmes
and services aimed at mitigating the social and economic impact of HIV and AIDS
Strategic Objective

To reduce the incidence and minimize the psychosocial impact of HIV/AIDS.

Objective statement

HIV and AIDS programmes provided to 40278 people to reduce incidences and minimise its psychosocial impact

Baseline

Justification

Links

HIV and AIDS programmes provided to 12476 people to reduce incidences and minimise its psychosocial impact
in 2014/15
HIV & AIDS, TB and STI Strategic Plan for South Africa, 2012-2016
National Integrated Plan.
Policy Framework for Orphans and Other Children made Vulnerable by HIV and AIDS – South Africa.
National Action Plan for OVC 2012 – 2016.
Guidelines for Child Care Forums.
Increase in the prevalence of HIV and AIDS which has the negative impact on children and their families in the
province.
Linked to: NDP Vision 2030 Outcomes: (A long and healthy life for all South Africans and an inclusive and
responsive social protection system), Medium Term Strategic Framework 2014–2019 Priorities (Children) and
Free State Growth and Development Strategy (Driver 11).
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PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF
No.

1.2

1.3

Performance Indicator

Number of beneficiaries reached
through Social and Behaviour Change
Programme
Number of beneficiaries receiving
Psychosocial Support Services

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years
13 160

27 118

Audited performance
2012/13
2013/14

-

-

2014/15

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17 2017/18 2018/19

-

3370

1000

3040

3040

3040

2583

9106

7530

4897

4897

4897

SUB PROGRAMME: HIV AND AIDS QUARTERLY TARGETS

Performance Indicator

Reporting
period

Number of beneficiaries reached through Social
and Behaviour Change Programme
Number of beneficiaries receiving Psychosocial
Support Services

Quarterly
(Cumulative)
Quarterly
(Cumulative)

No.
1.2
1.3

Annual
target
2016/17

Quarterly Targets
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

3040

705

890

833

612

4897

4897

4897

4897

4897

6. PROGRAMME 3 – CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
Strategic Objective: Provide comprehensive child and family care and support services to
communities in partnership with stakeholders and civil society organisations.
6.4 SUB-PROGRAMME: ECD AND PARTIAL CARE
Objective of Sub Programme: Provide comprehensive early childhood development services
Strategic Objective

To invest in and ensure the provision of quality early childhood development services to children (0-5 years).

Objective statement

Quality ECD services provided to 100 000 children (0-5 years) by 2019/20

Baseline

97 628 Children (0-5 years) received quality ECD services in 2014/15

Justification

Statutory Requirements: Care and protection of children’s rights

Links

Children’s Act 38 of 2005 as amended (signed in 2007);
-White Paper on Social Welfare
-National Guidelines on ECD
-National Integrated Plan on ECD
-National ECD Action Plan
-ND diagnostic report – state of SA children
Linked to: NDP Vision 2030 (Outcome: Quality Basic Education, and An inclusive and responsive social protection
system), Medium term Strategic Framework 2014-2019 Priorities (Early Childhood Development), and Free State
Growth and Development Strategy (Driver 6).
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PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF
No.

Performance Indicator

1.3

Number of
conditionally
registered ECD centres
Number of
conditionally
registered ECD
programmes.
Number of children
accessing registered
ECD programmes.
Number of subsidized
children accessing
registered ECD
programmes
Number of ECD
practitioners in
registered ECD
programmes

1.4

1.5

1.6

1.7

Strategic Plan
Target over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13 2013/14
2014/15

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17
2017/18
2018/19

1030

-

-

-

1180

1130

1080

1030

1030

-

-

-

1180

1130

1080

1030

100 000

95 000

93 230

97 628

100 000

97 628

98 628

99 628

50 000

-

45 751

46 922

47 000

46 922

47 922

48 922

5254

-

-

-

-

5254

5254

5254

SUB PROGRAMME: ECD AND PARTIAL CARE PARTIAL CARE
No.
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6

1.7

Performance Indicator

Number of conditionally
registered ECD centres
Number of conditionally
registered ECD programmes.
Number of children accessing
registered ECD programmes.
Number of subsidized children
accessing registered ECD
programmes
Number of ECD practitioners in
registered ECD programmes

Reporting period

Annual
target
2016/17

Quarterly Targets
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Quarterly
(Non-cumulative)

1130

1130

1130

1130

1130

Quarterly
(Non-cumulative)

1130

1130

1130

1130

1130

Quarterly
(Non-cumulative)

97 628

97628

97628

97628

97628

Quarterly
(Non-cumulative)

46 922

46922

46922

46922

46922

-

-

-

5254

Annual (Noncumulative)

5254

6.5 SUB-PROGRAMME: CHILD AND YOUTH CARE CENTRES
Objective of Sub Programme: Provide alternative care and support to vulnerable children
Strategic Objective

To secure and support vulnerable children and youth through alternative care.

Objective statement

Services provided to 5749 children in need of care and protection at funded Child and Youth Care Centres

Baseline

Services provided to 70 children in need of care and protection at funded Child and Youth Care Centres in 2014/15

Justification

Statutory Requirements: Care and protection of children’s rights.
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Legislative and policy frameworks on the rights and protection of vulnerable groups.
Linked to: NDP Vision 2030 Outcomes: (All people in South Africa are and feel safe, and An inclusive and responsive
social protection system), Medium Term Strategic Framework 2014–2019 Priorities (children and youth), Free State
Growth and Development Strategy (Driver 11)

Links

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF
No.

1.2

Performance Indicator

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Number of children in need of care
and protection in funded Child and
Youth Care Centres

Audited performance
2012/13 2013/14

5749

-

59

2014/15

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

70

1009

Medium-term targets
2016/17
2017/18

1185

1185

2018/19

1185

SUB PROGRAMME CHILD AND YOUTH CARE CENTRES QUARTERLY TARGETS
Performance Indicator

Reporting
period

Annual
target
2016/17

Number of children in need of care and protection
in funded Child and Youth Care Centres

Quarterly
(NonCumulative)

1185

No.
1.2

Quarterly Targets
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

1185

1185

1185

1185

6.6 SUB PROGRAMME: COMMUNITY-BASED CARE SERVICES TO CHILDREN
Objective of Sub Programme: Provide protection, care and support to vulnerable children in
communities
Strategic Objective

To protect, care and support vulnerable children in communities.

Objective statement

Services provided to 49228 vulnerable children in communities through Isibindi Model

Baseline

Services provided to 1354 vulnerable children in communities through Isibindi Model in 2014/15

Justification

Links

Legislative and policy frameworks on the rights and protection of vulnerable groups
Gender disparities in power, social, economic relations still pervasive. Incidence of family violence and integration on
the rise.
Linked to: NDP Vision 2030 Outcomes: (A long and healthy life for all South Africans and An inclusive and responsive
social protection system), Medium Term Strategic Framework 2014–2019 Priorities (Children), and Free State
Growth and Development Strategy (Driver 11). Convention on the elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against
Women (CEDAW)

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF
No.

1.1

1.2

Performance Indicator

Number of Child and Youth
Care Worker trainees who
received training through
Isibindi model
Number of children accessing
services through the Isibindi
model

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13
2013/14

2014/15

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17
2017/18

2018/19

684

-

183

204

390

105

63

63

49228

-

2738

1354

1860

11842

11842

11842

70

SUB PROGRAMME: COMMUNITY BASED CARE SERVICES TO CHILDREN QUARTERLY TARGETS
Reporting
period

No.

Performance Indicator

1.1

Number of Child and Youth Care Worker trainees who
received training through Isibindi model

1.2

Number of children accessing services through the
Isibindi model

Annually
(NonCumulative)
Quarterly
(NonCumulative)

Annual
target
2016/17

Quarterly Targets
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

105

-

-

-

105

11842

6552

11232

11842

11842

7.3 SUBPROGRMME: VICTIM EMPOWERMENT
Objective of Sub-programme: Design and implement integrated programmes and services to support,
care and empower victims of violence and crime in particular women and children
Strategic Objective

To reduce the risk of sexual and physical violence against women (gender based violence)

Objective statement

Victim Empowerment services rendered to 43 244 women and children

Baseline

Victim Empowerment services rendered to 7904 women and children in 2014/15

Justification

Links

Vulnerable groups: women and children.
Gender disparities in power, social, economic relations still pervasive. Incidence of family violence and integration on the
rise. Legislative and policy frameworks on the rights and protection of vulnerable groups.
Linked to: NDP Vision 2030 Outcomes: All people in South Africa are and feel safe, and An inclusive and responsive social
protection system, Medium Term Strategic Framework 2014–2019 Priorities (Gender Based Violence), DSD Theme (Social
cohesion) and Free State Growth and Development Strategy (Driver 11).National Policy for Victim Empowerment,
Domestic Violence Act, Act 116 of 1998 ,
Criminal Law (Sexual Offences and Related Matters) Amendment Act, Act 32 of 2007 and Convention on the elimination
of all Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW)

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF
Performance Indicator

1.2

1.3
1.5
1.7

Number of victims of crime and violence
accessing services from funded Victim
Empowerment Programme service
centres.
Number of victims of human trafficking
identified
Number of victims of domestic violence
newly placed in registered and funded
VEP shelters
Number of victims of crime and violence
in Government run Centres

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13 2013/14 2014/15

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17 2017/18 2018/19

43 107

5560

2213

7904

8928

2731

10482

10483

16

-

-

-

-

4

4

4

1004

700

407

268

309

195

200

150

1372 p.a.

-

-

-

-

1372

1372

1372

SUBPROGRAMME: VICTIM EMPOWERMENT QUARTERLY TARGETS
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Performance Indicator

1.2
1.3
1.5
1.7

Number of victims of crime and violence accessing
services from funded Victim Empowerment
Programme service centres.
Number of victims of human trafficking identified
Number of victims of crime and domestic violence
newly placed in funded VEP shelters
Number of victims of crime and violence in
Government run Centres

Reporting
period

Annual
target
2016/17

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

Quarterly Targets
Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

2731

2731

2731

2731

2731

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

4

1

1

1

1

Quarterly

195

47

49

55

44

Quarterly

1372

317

340

360

355

8. PROGRAMME 5 – DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH
Strategic Objective: To render developmental social welfare services to vulnerable people and groups
in collaboration with partners to reduce their vulnerabilities and promote community empowerment.
8.6 SUB-PROGRAMME: YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
Strategic Objective: Create an environment to help young people to develop constructive, affirmative
and sustainable relationships while concurrently providing opportunities for them to build their
competencies and needed skills to engage as partners in their own development and that of their
communities.
Strategic Objective

To create a cadre of patriotic youth who will support programmes to create caring communities.

Objective Statement

31640 Youth accessing services by DSD

Baseline

887 Youth accessing services by DSD in 2014/15

Justification

Fifty one comma seven percent (51.7%) of the people of the Free State live in poverty, which is above the national average.
High youth unemployment rate for in the country and province.
Marginalization and vulnerability of youth. Youth constitute a demographic dividend.

Links

Linked to: Medium Term Strategic Framework – NDP and FSGD Priorities. National Youth Development Strategy.

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF
Performance Indicator

1.1

1.2

1.3
1.4

1.5
1.6

Number of youth
development structures
supported
Number of youth
participating in skills
development programmes
Number of youth
participating in youth
mobilization programmes
Number of youth who are
linked to economic
opportunities
Number of Social
Enterprises targeting youth
Number of youth accessing
services at youth centres.

Strategic
Plan Target
over 5 years

Audited performance
2012/13
2013/14

2014/15

Estimated
performance
2015/16 Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17
2017/18 2018/19

150

16

22

25

57

87

100

120

700

-

-

651

470

570

600

650

26 680

-

-

-

4020

4660

5000

6000

1480

44

790

138

450

180

200

300

30

-

-

-

-

17

25

25

2780

200

254

98

800

480

500

500

SUB PROGRAMME: YOUTH DEVELOPMENT QUARTERLY TARGETS
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Performance Indicator
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6

Number of youth development structures
supported
Number of youth participating in skills
development programmes
Number of youth participating in youth
mobilization programmes
Number of youth who are linked to
economic opportunities
Number of income generating projects
targeting youth
Number of youth accessing services at youth
centres.

Reporting
period
Quarterly
(NonCumulative)
Quarterly
(Cumulative)
Quarterly
(Cumulative)

Annual target
2016/17

Q1

Quarterly Targets
Q2
Q3

Q4

87

36

18

18

15

570

199

154

114

103

4660

1750

1200

1050

660

Quarterly

180

7

107

33

33

Annually

17

-

-

-

17

Quarterly

480

50

150

150

130

8.8 SUB-PROGRAMME: POPULATION POLICY PROMOTION
Strategic Objective: To promote the implementation of the Population Policy within all spheres of
government and civil society through population research, advocacy, capacity building and by
monitoring and evaluating the implementation of the policy.
Strategic Objective
Objective
Statement

To coordinate and manage implementation of population policy across all sectors.
750 Individuals from different sectors capacitated to implement population characteristics (variables) in development
plans

Baseline

108 Individuals from different sectors capacitated to implement population characteristics (variables) in development plans

Justification

Ensure population trends and growth which is consistent with the achievement of sustainable human development.
Population Policy for South Africa of 1998, Free State Population and Development Strategy 2009-2014and 15 Year Review
of the Implementation of the ICPD PoA in Africa.

Links

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS AND ANNUAL TARGETS FOR MTEF
Performance Indicator

1.3

1.4
1.5

Number of Population Advocacy,
information, Education and
Communication (IEC) activities
implemented
Number of Population Policy
Monitoring and Evaluation
reports produced
Number of Research Projects
completed

Strategic
Plan
Target
over 5
years

Audited performance
2012/13
2013/14 2014/15

Estimated
performance
2015/16
Baseline

Medium-term targets
2016/17
2017/18

2018/19

17

5

5

-

5

3

3

3

3

-

-

-

1

1

1

0

12

2

-

1

2

1

3

3

Quarterly Targets
Q2
Q3

Q4

SUB PROGRAMME: POPULATION POLICY PROMOTION QUARTERLY TARGETS
Performance Indicator
1.3

1.4

Number of Population Advocacy, information,
Education and Communication activities
implemented
Number of Population Policy Monitoring and
Evaluation reports produced

Reporting
period

Annual target
2016/17

Q1

Quarterly
(Cumulative)

3

1

1

1

-

Annually
(NonCumulative

1

-

-

-

1
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Performance Indicator
Number of Research Projects completed
1.5

Reporting
period
Annually
(NonCumulative

Annual target
2016/17

Q1

1

-

Quarterly Targets
Q2
Q3
-

Q4

-

1
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STRATEGIC RISKS

Ref Nr.

Risk Description and its Consequence

Risk Category

Perceived
Effectiveness of
Existing
Controls

1
2

Shortage of office space
Possible Litigation due to non-compliance to legislation and
policies.
In adequate ability to monitor and evaluate funded NPO’s,
projects and the implementation of internal policies/legislation
Disruption of business due to inadequate disaster recovery
management procedures

Health & Safety
Litigation

Weak
Weak

Compliance/Regulatory

Weak

Disaster
Recovery/Business
Continuity
Knowledge & Information
Management
Service Delivery

Weak

3
4

5

Poor quality/alignment of performance information

6

High rate of social service professionals leaving the
department.
Urgent unfunded mandates which have an impact on
noncompliance to procurement procedures and ultimately
resulting in Irregular /Fruitless Expenditure.
Lack of comprehensive research on service delivery
programmes (e.g. crime, HIV/AIDS, Families, Children, etc.)
In adequate access controls and theft/loss of departmental
assets
Under/Over-spending on budget by different programmes
Poor and unregulated, internal and external communication
leading to communication breaches.
IT system vulnerability (NPO systems, Financial systems &
Procurement systems)
Unresponsive human resource planning and practices
Poor implementation and monitoring of Executive decisions

7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Weak
Weak
Weak

Service Delivery

Weak

Loss/Theft of Assets

Weak

Financial
Social Environment

Weak
Weak

Information Technology

Weak

Human Resource
Knowledge & Information
Management

Weak
Weak
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POLICY ALIGNMENT FRAMEWORK
Outcomes Approach
In the State of the Nation Address, delivered in February 2013, the President, Honourable J. Zuma,
instructed that all development plans of government such as Strategic Plans and Annual
Performance Plans must be aligned to the National Development Plan (NDP).
South Africa has a comprehensive social protection system, with a myriad of instruments and
intervention programmes, but the social protection system is still marred by inefficiencies, and
fragmentation which need to be addressed. In addition there is a need to enhance the coverage and
effectiveness of social protection measures. With long-term goals in mind, there is a need to steer the
short-term actions towards universalism and inclusive systems of social protection that are affordable
and sustainable.
The NDP 2030 identifies a critical need for the current social welfare system to be reformed to deliver
better results for vulnerable groups, including a review of relevant existing policy and legislation to
take account of new contextual realities.
The secondary delivery model of services in the department is partnering with Not for Profit Making
Organizations (NPO`s). According to the NDP the current State Civil-society Partnership Model is
inadequately funded, poorly structured and organized to respond to the increasing complex social
problems facing society. A need exists to restructure the partnership between stakeholders to develop
a system which is socially equitable, financially viable, structurally efficient and effective in meeting
the needs of the most disadvantaged sectors of the population, and it should be top priority to involve
communities in planning and the delivery of services.
Free State Provincial Government has also reviewed its Growth and Development Strate gy.
Sector Departments are equally obliged to align their development plans with the Strategy.
•

Outcome 13: An inclusive and responsive social protection system
The Minister of Social Development is the coordinating Minister for Outcome 13.
Social Protection is one of the key priorities identified in the NDP and is central in ensuring the
links between social & economic policy goals. It ensures inclusive social development by ensuring
that protective, preventive, transformative and generative measures are in place for human wellbeing across all sectors of society. Aspects of this outcome are also covered in outcomes 1, 2, 4
and 9.
The Department also contributes to the achievement of the following outcomes:

•

Outcome 1: Quality Basic Education
Tackling child poverty through Early Childhood Development: The department understands that
the development and care of children is crucial for a healthy and productive citizenry and is
therefore supporting caregivers in raising children and registering ECD sites.

•

Outcome 2: A long and healthy life for all South Africans
Tackling of adults and older persons’ in poverty: The department is responsible for the design and
implementation of integrated services for the care, support and protection of older persons. This
is done through government residential care facilities and community-based care and support
services to enable older persons to participate in activities that will enhance active ageing.
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•

Outcome 3: All people in South Africa are and feel safe
Social crime prevention and support: The implementation of crime prevention programmes for
children and youth, development of a responsive secure care model and the implementation of
a diversion regulatory framework and accredited system are prioritised to address the scourge of
social crime. The department opened the Thabo Mofutsanyana Secure Care Centre for children
awaiting trial. Prevention and education programmes on human trafficking will also be rolled out.
Substance abuse, prevention and rehabilitation: The implementation of substance abuse
awareness and treatment programmes, individual counselling by social workers in the
community, utilizing of in-patient and out-patient treatment centres, the training of CBO’s, NGO’s
and professional workers on substance abuse prevention and treatment services and an
empowered, fair and inclusive citizenship capable to deal with social decay emanating from abuse
of substances are a priority for the department.

•

Outcome 4: Decent employment through inclusive economic growth
Sustainable livelihoods and youth development: The problem of youth unemployment is a
national development concern. Income generation and support programmes are crucial
instruments in addressing unemployment and other dimensions of poverty.

•

Outcome 8: Sustainable human settlements and improved quality of household life
Social relief of distress and household food and nutrition security: Families who are experiencing
undue hardships are profiled and provided with material relief. Other interventions include
linking poor and child-headed households to drop-in centres, nutrition centres and food
production projects. The Zero Hunger Programme is also rolled out.

•

Outcome 12: An efficient, effective and development oriented public service and an
empowered, fair and inclusive citizenship
Human Resources: The department developed a workplace skills development plan through
which officials are empowered to be able to provide quality and professional services. This is done
through awarding learnerships and bursary opportunities.

•

Outcome 14: Transforming society and uniting the country
Families: The department is currently implementing programmes aimed at promoting social
cohesion and nation building through family preservation, parenting and re-unification of
families’ programmes. The department also embarks on prevention programmes meant to
promote good values and create a dialogue amongst communities to curtail the social
pathologies.
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The table below demonstrate the alignment with the MTSF of sector departments as per applicable outcomes.
Budget
Programme

Alignment
Performance Indicator

National
Development
Plan

Number of
organisations trained on
Social and Behaviour
Change Programmes

Chapter 11

Number of beneficiaries
who benefitted from
DSD social relief
programmes.

Chapter 11

Number of families
participating in family
preservation services.

Chapter 11

Number of orphans and
vulnerable children
receiving psychosocial
support services.

Chapter 11

Number of children
accessing fully registered
Early Childhood
Development
programmes.

Chapter 09

Free State
Growth And
Development
Strategy
Pillar 3

Pillar 3

Pillar 3

Pillar 3

Pillar 2

Outcome
Based
Priority

Sub
Outcome

Outcome
13

Sub
Outcome
1

Outcome
13

Outcome
13

Sub
outcome 6

Sub
outcome 1

Outcome
13

Sub
Outcome
1

Outcome
13

Sub
outcome 5

Action

Develop a
social services
partnerships
model with
basket of
services
[statutory and
non -statutory]
Implement an
integrated
household food
and nutrition
strategy
Expand and
accelerate
social welfare
service delivery
to the poor,
vulnerable &
special focus
groups
Expand and
accelerate
social welfare
service delivery
to the poor,
vulnerable &
special focus
groups
Develop a
comprehensive
ECD program
for children
from birth to
four years.

Baseline
Value
2015 /
2016

Baseline
Value
2016 /
2017

Target
Value 1st
Quarter

2016/2017
Target
Target
Value 2nd Value 3rd
Quarter
Quarter

Target Value
2017 / 2018

Target Value
2018/ 2019

50

57

-

-

-

57

50

50

2000

2000

500

500

500

500

2000

2000

4862

5700

1420

1330

1480

1470

7245

7650

2806

3585

1039

864

826

856

2666

2533

100000

97628

97628

97628

97628

97628

98628

99628

Target
Value 4th
Quarter

Program 2

Program 2
and 5

Program 3

Program 3

Program 3
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Budget
Programme

Alignment
Performance Indicator

National
Development
Plan

Number of children in
need of care and
protection in funded
Child and Youth Care
Centres.

Chapter 11

Number of Child & Youth
Care Workers trainees
who received training
through the Isibindi
Model.

Chapter 11

Number of victims of
crime and violence
accessing services from
funded VEP programme
service centres

Chapter 11

Number of trainees on
substance abuse.

Chapter 11

Number of people
reached through

Chapter 15

Free State
Growth And
Development
Strategy
Pillar 3

Pillar 3

Pillar 3

Pillar 3

Pillar 5

Outcome
Based
Priority

Sub
Outcome

Action

Outcome
13

Sub
outcome 3

Develop and
publish the
nature and
scope of
programmes to
be financed.
Increase skills
and service
delivery
capacity within
the social
welfare
workforce
Expand and
accelerate
social welfare
service delivery
to the poor,
vulnerable &
special focus
groups
Increase skills
and service
delivery
capacity within
the social
welfare
workforce
Provide mass
participation
opportunities.

Outcome
13

Outcome
13

Outcome
13

Outcome
14

Sub
Outcome
3

Sub
Outcome
1

Sub
Outcome
4

Sub
Outcome
1

Baseline
Value
2015 /
2016

Baseline
Value
2016 /
2017

Target
Value 1st
Quarter

2016/2017
Target
Target
Value 2nd Value 3rd
Quarter
Quarter

Target Value
2017 / 2018

Target Value
2018/ 2019

1009

1185

1185

1185

1185

1185

1185

1185

390

105

-

-

-

105

63

63

8928

2731

2731

2731

2731

2731

10482

10483

277

115

-

-

-

115

377

383

6050

6200

1800

1500

1800

1100

8000

8500

Target
Value 4th
Quarter

Program 3

Program 3

Program 4

Program 4

Program 5
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Budget
Programme

Alignment
Performance Indicator

community mobilization
programmes.
Number of NPOs
capacitated according to
the capacity building
guideline

National
Development
Plan

Free State
Growth And
Development
Strategy

Outcome
Based
Priority

Sub
Outcome

Chapter 11

Pillar 3

Outcome
13

Sub
Outcome
1

Number of households
accessing food through
DSD food security
programmes.

Chapter 11

Number of people
benefitting from poverty
reduction initiatives

Chapter 11

Number of communities
profiled in a ward.

Chapter 08

Pillar 1

Pillar 1

Pillar 2

Outcome
7

Outcome
7

Outcome
8

Sub
Outcome
6

Sub
outcome 4

Sub
Outcome
1

Action

Develop a
social services
partnerships
model with
basket of
services
[statutory and
non -statutory]
Implement an
integrated
household food
and nutrition
strategy
Implement an
integrated
household food
and nutrition
strategy
Develop a
strategy that
ensures
developments
are in areas
that promote
integration
(inclusionary
housing),
household
livelihoods and

Baseline
Value
2015 /
2016

Baseline
Value
2016 /
2017

Target
Value 1st
Quarter

2016/2017
Target
Target
Value 2nd Value 3rd
Quarter
Quarter

Target Value
2017 / 2018

Target Value
2018/ 2019

1595

1466

210

395

317

544

1700

1750

5668

4720

1705

1700

1700

1705

5732

5750

2106

2017

366

786

378

487

2130

2140

65

71

19

18

18

16

70

80

Target
Value 4th
Quarter

Program 5

Program 5

Program 5

Program 5
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Budget
Programme

Alignment
Performance Indicator

Number of youth
accessing services at
youth centres.

Number of women
participating in
empowerment
programmes.
Number of individuals
who participated in
population capacity
development sessions

National
Development
Plan

Chapter 11

Chapter 15

Chapter 11

Free State
Growth And
Development
Strategy

Pillar 5

Pillar 5

Pillar 3

Outcome
Based
Priority

Outcome
13

Sub
Outcome

Sub
Outcome
6

Outcome
14

Sub
Outcome
2

Outcome
13

Sub
Outcome
1

Action

appropriate
densification.
Review the
existing youth
development
strategy to
enhance
capacities and
capabilities of
youth to access
social and
economic
opportunities
Increase
progress
towards gender
equality.
Develop a
social services
partnerships
model with
basket of
services
[statutory and
non -statutory]

Baseline
Value
2015 /
2016

Baseline
Value
2016 /
2017

Target
Value 1st
Quarter

2016/2017
Target
Target
Value 2nd Value 3rd
Quarter
Quarter

Target Value
2017 / 2018

Target Value
2018/ 2019

800

480

50

150

150

130

500

500

622

515

128

128

129

130

650

700

150

150

30

60

30

30

150

150

Target
Value 4th
Quarter

Program 5

Program 5

Program 5
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PART E: TECHNICAL INDICATOR DESCRIPTIONS AND EXAMPLES
Strategic Goal
1
Goal
statement
Justification

Links

Strategic Goal
2
Goal
statement
Justification
Links

To provide safety nets and community development services
To render developmental social welfare services to vulnerable people and groups in
collaboration with partners to reduce their vulnerabilities and promote community
empowerment
The rationale is to reduce vulnerability, arising from multi-faceted social ills, by
restorative, prevention and empowerment programmes which promotes social
functioning and self-reliance
Supports the achievement of MDG (1.2) , Provincial Outcomes Based Plan Medium
Term Strategic Priority (1,2 &7), and Development Plan :Vision 2030
To promote good governance
To instil good governance through sound business management practices in support of
effective and efficient service delivery
Promote institutional integrity by modernizing business systems to achieve efficiency,
effectiveness, cohesiveness and accountability
Supports Clean Audit Campaign, compliance to legislative frameworks and increased
rate of customer satisfaction

Strategic Goal 1 title
Short Definition

Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility
Strategic Goal 2 title
Short Definition
Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle

To provide safety nets and community development services
The aim of the Strategic Goal is to render developmental social welfare services to vulnerable
people and groups in collaboration with partners to reduce their vulnerabilities and promote
community empowerment
The indicator intends to reduce vulnerability, arising from multi-faceted social ills, by restorative,
prevention and empowerment programmes which promotes social functioning and self-reliance
Annual reports and five year review report
Counting
X
Restorative, prevention and empowerment programmes
Reliable reports
Output
Cumulative
Annually
To reduce vulnerability, and promote social functioning and self-reliance
Programme Managers and Sub-programme Managers
To promote good governance
The intention of Strategic Goal is to instil good governance through sound business
management practices in support of effective and efficient service delivery
To promote institutional integrity by modernising business systems to achieve efficiency,
effectiveness, cohesiveness and accountability
Annual reports and five year review report
Counting
X
Modernising business systems
Reliable reports
Output
Cumulative
Annually
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Strategic Goal 2 title
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

To promote good governance
To achieve efficiency, effectiveness, cohesiveness and accountability in support of clean audit
campaign
Programme Managers and Sub-programme Managers

PROGRAMME 1 – ADMINISTRATION
SUB PROGRAMME 1.3 CORPORATE MANAGEMENT SERVICES
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Strategic objective
Indicator title
Short Definition
Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility
Indicator title
Short Definition

Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility
Indicator title
Short Definition

Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data

Number of work opportunities created
The indicator counts the number of social workers bursary holders employed by DSD and EPWP
work opportunities created.
To determine how many work opportunities were created
List of the social workers and EPWP workers employed
Counting
Arithmetic
Social workers and EPWP workers
Unacceptable means of verification
Output
Cumulative
Annually
Increase work opportunities in DSD
Programme Manager and Sub-programme Manager
1. Number of social worker bursary holders that graduated
This indicator counts all social workers for your Province that graduated through the Social Worker
Bursary Scheme offered by Department of Social Development since the beginning of the
programme.
To determine how many bursary holders graduated
Social worker bursary holder files.
Social worker bursary holder academic results.
Count the number of graduated bursary holders
Counting
Number of bursary holders that graduated
Output
Non-Cumulative
Annually
Employment
Programme Manager and Sub-programme Manager
2 Number of social worker bursary holder graduates employed by DSD
This indicator counts all social worker bursary holder graduates for your province that were
permanently employed by the Provincial Department of Social Development since the beginning
of the programme.
To determine how many bursary holders graduated
A list of social worker’s employed with names, surnames, ID numbers and Persal numbers.
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Indicator title
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

2 Number of social worker bursary holder graduates employed by DSD
Count the number of graduated bursary holders who are employed by DSD
Counting
Number of bursary holders that graduated and were employed by DSD

Indicator title
Short Definition

3. Number of EPWP work opportunities created
This indicator counts the total number of Expanded Public Works Programme work opportunities
created through all your programmes for this year.
To measure the quantity of work opportunities created through EPWP programme
List of EPWP workers with names, surnames, ID numbers
EPWP worker data base of the beneficiaries.
Count the number of work opportunities created
Counting
Number of work opportunities created

Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility
Indicator title
Short Definition
Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

Output
Non-Cumulative
Annually
Employment
Programme Manager and Sub-programme Manager

Output
Non-Cumulative
Annually
Job creation
Programme Manager and Sub-programme Managers
4. Number of learners enrolled in learnership
This indicator counts the total number of learners who are on learnership programmes and receive
a stipend for this year. This should include EPWP workers.
To give opportunity to both employed and non-employed learners to acquire qualification
List of learners with names, surnames, ID numbers and copies of acceptance letters into
learnership programmes.
Addition of numbers
Counting
Number of learners attending
Reliable attendance register
Achievement of qualification
Non-Cumulative
Annually
Achieve qualification
Programme Manager and Sub programme Manager

INFRASTRUCTURE PLANNING AND FACILITY MANAGEMENT
Strategic objective
Indicator title
Short Definition
Purpose/Importance

Number of facilities constructed
The indicator counts the number of facilities constructed (ECDs and Centres) by 2019/20
To determine how many facilities were constructed
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Strategic objective
Indicator title
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

Number of facilities constructed
List of facilities constructed
Count the number of facilities constructed
X
Number of construction projects completed
Unacceptable means of verification such as conflicting reports with actual construction
Output
Non-Cumulative
Annually
Completion of constructed structure
Programme Manager and Sub-programme Manager

Indicator title

1.

Number of structures constructed

Short Definition
Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

The indicator refers to the number of facilities constructed (ECDs and Centres)
To provide suitable accommodation according to the norms and standards)
Annual reports
Count the number of facilities constructed
X
Number of construction projects completed
Lack of minutes of site meetings outlining progress of construction
Output
Non-Cumulative
Annually
Completion of constructed structure
Responsibility Manager and Sub-programme Manager

DISTRICT MANAGEMENT
Strategic objective Indicator
title
Short Definition
Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

Number of decentralised management and administration sessions implemented at the
District level
The indicator measures different administration and management responsibilities that are
decentralised from Provincial Office to the Districts.
To determine how many responsibilities were decentralised
Approved delegated functions
Count the number of delegated functions
X
Number of delegated functions
None
Output
Cumulative
Annually
Completion of delegated functions
Programme Manager and Sub-programme Managers

Indicator title

1.

Number of Districts Quarterly Performance Review sessions held

Short definition

Refers to quarterly performance meeting on Non-Financial Data.

Purpose

To ensure coordination and responsiveness on issues raised
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Indicator title

1.

Number of Districts Quarterly Performance Review sessions held

Source /collection data

Signed off reports and attendance registers

Method of calculation

Arithmetical additions

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Effective governance structure and operational plans

Data limitation

None

Indicator type

Quantitative output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Effective performance of districts

Indicator report

Sub Programme Managers

PROGRAMME 2 – SOCIAL WELFARE SERVICES
SUB PROGRAMME 2.2: CARE AND SERVICES TO OLDER PERSONS
Strategic objective Indicator
title
Short Definition
Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

Number of older persons provided with services
The indicator measures number of services provided to older persons who accessed
residential facilities and community based care and support centres.
To determine how many services were rendered
A signed register of older persons who attended community based care and support services
and accessed residential facilities
Count the number of older persons
X
Number of older persons
Lack of attendance registers
Output
Cumulative
Annually
Developed (e.g. long and healthy life) older persons and protection of their rights
(Constitutional obligation)
Programme Manager and Sub-programme Managers

Indicator Title
Short definition

1.1 Number of residential facilities for older persons
This indicator counts the total number of Government-own and funded NPO residential
facilities for older persons.

Purpose / importance
Source / collection of data

To measure the availability of residential care for older persons, for costing purposes and
determination of need for services of older persons in terms of residential facilities
Provincial register on funded residential facilities. The registers must be dated and signed

Method of Calculation

Count the number of funded residential facilities for older persons

Formula

X
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Indicator Title

1.1 Number of residential facilities for older persons

Variables involved

X:Number of funded residential facilities for older persons run by government and those that
are managed by NPOs

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the provincial records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Annually

Desired performance

Sufficient availability and utilization of funded residential facilities for older persons

Indicator responsibility

Programme manager, Sub Programme Managers

Indicator Title
Short definition

1.2 Number of older persons accessing residential facilities
This indicator counts the total number of older persons who live in Government-own and
funded NPO residential facilities during the quarter.

Purpose / importance

To measure utilization of the residential facilities for older persons, for costing purposes and
determination of the kind of programmes relevant for the residential facilities

Source / collection of data

Residential facility registers. The registers must be dated and signed with names, surnames
and Age

Method of Calculation

Count the number of older persons accessing funded residential facilities

Formula

X

Variables involved

X:Number of older persons in funded residential facilities run by government and those that
are managed by NPOs

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the facility records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Optimal utilization of funded residential facilities for older persons

Indicator responsibility

Programme manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social workers

Indicator Title

1.3 Number of older persons accessing community-based care and support services

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of older persons who attended community-based care and
support services for that quarter.

Purpose / importance

To measure the accessibility and utilization of community based care and support services

Source / collection of data

Community based care and support centre membership register

Method of Calculation

Count the number of older persons attending community based care and support services

Formula

X

Variables involved

X:Number of older persons attending community based care and support services

Data limitations

It excludes older persons in communities that do not have such centres and those who belong
to private social clubs and older persons who are interested but have other caring
responsibilities within their homes. The data is limited to only organizations that are funded
because those who are not funded , do not consistently report

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative
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Indicator Title

1.3 Number of older persons accessing community-based care and support services

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Improved accessibility of community based care and support services and an increase in the
number of older persons attending such centres

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social workers

Indicator Title

1.4 Number of registered and funded community based care and support centres (OBP)
(Actual number of CBCSS being funded)
This indicator refers to number of old age homes assessed with assessment tool which
comply with minimum norms and standards
To assess comprehensively whether a residential care facility meets norms and standards
prescribed
Files on residential care facilities
Count every assessment completed
None
Output
Count every assessment completed
Annually
Residential facilities must be assessed annually
Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers

Short Definition
Purpose
Source
Method of Calculation
Data limitations
Type of Indicator
Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility
Indicator Title
Short Definition
Purpose
Source
Method of Calculation
Data limitations
Type of Indicator
Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

1.5 Number of funded beds in residential facilities for older persons.
The indicator counts number of beds available for older persons for both frail care and
assisted living
To determine the capacity to care for older persons
Residential care facilities
Count the number of beds per residential care facility
None
Output
Count number of beds per residential care facility
Annually
Full utilization of available beds
Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers

SUB PROGRAMME 2.3: SERVICES TO PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES
Strategic objective Indicator
title
Short Definition
Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type

Number of people with disabilities provided with services
The indicator counts the number of services provided to people with disabilities who accessed
residential facilities and protective workshops
To determine how many services were rendered
A signed register of people with disabilities who attended protective workshops and accessed
residential facilities
Count the number of people with disabilities
X
Number of people with disabilities
Lack of attendance registers
Output
Cumulative
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Strategic objective Indicator
title
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

Number of people with disabilities provided with services
Annually
Developed (e.g. long and healthy life) people with disabilities and protection of their rights
(Constitutional obligation)
Programme Managers and Sub-programme Managers

Indicator Title

1.1 Number of residential facilities for persons with disabilities

Short definition

This indicator counts the total number of Government-own and funded NPO residential facilities
for persons with disabilities.

Purpose / importance
Source / collection of data

To measure the availability of residential care for persons with disabilities, for costing purposes
and determination of need for services of persons with disabilities in terms of residential care
Provincial register on funded residential facilities. The registers must be dated and signed

Method of Calculation

Count the number of funded residential facilities for persons with disabilities

Formula

X

Variables involved

X:Number of funded residential facilities for persons with disabilities run by government and
those that are managed by NPOs

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the provincial records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Annually

Desired performance

Sufficient availability and utilization of funded residential facilities for persons with disabilities

Indicator responsibility

Programme managers, Sub Programme Managers

Indicator Title

1.2 Number of persons with disabilities accessing residential facilities

Short definition

This indicator counts the total number of persons with disabilities who live in Government-own
and funded NPO residential facilities during the quarter.

Purpose / importance

To measure utilization of the residential facilities for persons with disabilities, for costing
purposes and determination of the kind of programmes relevant for the facilities

Source / collection of data

Residential facility registers. The registers must be dated and signed with names, surnames, ID
numbers or Dates of Birth

Method of Calculation

Count the number of persons with disabilities in residential facilities

Formula

X

Variables involved

X:Number of persons with disabilities accessing funded residential facilities

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the facility records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Full utilisation of residential facilities for persons with disabilities

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers
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Indicator Title

1.3 Number of persons with disabilities accessing services in funded protective workshops

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of persons with disabilities who attended Government-owned
and funded NPO protective workshops during the quarter.

Purpose / importance

To measure accessibility and utilisation of protective workshops for persons with disabilities

Source / collection of data

Attendance registers of protective workshops. The attendance registers must have names,
surnames and ID numbers

Method of Calculation

Count the number of persons with disabilities attending services in funded protective workshops

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of persons with disabilities accessing services in funded protective workshops

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the facility records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increased number of persons with disability accessing protective workshops

Indicator responsibility

Programme Managers, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

Indicator Title

1.4 Number of funded beds in residential facilities for persons with disabilities managed by
NPO’s.
Refers to the number of beds for which the organization receives funding during the reporting
period
The indicator measures the amount of subsidy the organization receives based on the number of
beds subsidized
BAS System
Report on the total number of beds subsidised against the total capacity of the residential facility
including those that are able to pay for themselves
It excludes total capacity of the residential facility
Output
Count
Annually
All funds are transferred within agreed timeframe
Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers

Short Definition
Purpose
Source
Method of Calculation
Data limitations
Type of Indicator
Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility
Indicator Title
Short Definition
Purpose
Source
Method of Calculation
Data limitations
Type of Indicator
Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle
Desired performance

1.5 Number of persons with disabilities funded in protective workshops
Refers to the number of persons with disabilities funded in protective workshops run by NPOs
This indicator measures the number of people for which the protective workshop receives
subsidy , per attendance per month only
Registers/database
Report on the total number of persons with disabilities who attended the workshop per month
only for which the NPO receives subsidy
Due to the need for subsidy the protective workshops do not provide accurate record of
attendance and poor monitoring system
Output
Count
Annually
Transfer to the protective workshop for the number of person with disabilities who attended only
during the reporting period.
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Indicator Title
Indicator responsibility

1.5 Number of persons with disabilities funded in protective workshops
Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers

Indicator Title
Short Definition

1.6 Number of children accessing day care facilities for children with disabilities
Refers to number of children with disabilities accessing day care facilities or partial care facilities
run by NPOs
This indicator measures number of Children with Disabilities accessing day care facilities
Attendance register
Monthly
Accurate recording of monthly attendance
Output
Count
Quarterly
Access to day care facilities
Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers

Purpose
Source
Method of Calculation
Data limitations
Type of Indicator
Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

SUB PROGRAMME 2.4: HIV AND AIDS
Strategic objective Indicator
title
Short Definition
Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility
Indicator Title
Short definition
Purpose / importance

Number of people who benefitted from HIV and AIDS programmes to reduce incidences and
minimise its psychosocial impact
The indicator counts the number of beneficiaries receiving psychosocial support services and
Social and Behaviour Change programmes.
To determine how many beneficiaries benefitted
A signed register of beneficiaries reached through Social and Behaviour Change programmes and
psychosocial support services
Count the number of beneficiaries of HIV and AIDS services
X
Number of beneficiaries
Lack of attendance registers
Output
Cumulative
Annually
Beneficiaries reached through HIV and AIDS programmes
Programme Manager and Sub-programme Managers
1.1 Number of Organizations trained on social and behaviour change programmes
This indicator counts the total number of Organisations trained including HCBC during the year.

Source / collection of data

This indicator is aimed at assisting programme managers to determine the need for and
availability of the Psychosocial support services
Database of trained organisations.

Method of Calculation

Count the total number of funded Home Community-based Care Organizations trained on HCBC

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of funded Home Community-based Care Organizations trained on HCBC

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the facility records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Annually
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Indicator Title

1.1 Number of Organizations trained on social and behaviour change programmes

Desired performance

Increase access of the Psychosocial support services
Increase in the coverage of beneficiaries in need of Psychosocial support services.

Indicator responsibility

Programme Managers, Sub Programme Managers

Indicator Title
Short definition

1.2 Number of beneficiaries reached through social and behaviour change programmes.
This indicator counts all beneficiaries reach through social and behaviour change programmes for
the reporting period.

Purpose / importance

To reach the beneficiaries through social and behaviour change programmes.

Source / collection of data

Register on beneficiaries reached through social and behaviour changes programmes. These
registers must include names, surnames and ID numbers.

Method of Calculation

Count the total number of beneficiaries

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of beneficiaries

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increase access to programme/ service

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers

Indicator Title

1.3. Number of beneficiaries receiving Psychosocial Support Services
This indicator counts all beneficiaries (adults and children) affected by HIV and AIDS who received
Psychosocial Support Services.

Short definition
Purpose / importance
Source / collection of data

This indicator is aimed at assisting programme managers to determine the need for and
availability of the Psychosocial support services
HCBC Database
Beneficiary registers with names, surnames and ID numbers

Method of Calculation

Count the number of beneficiaries receiving Psychosocial Support Services

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of beneficiaries receiving Psychosocial Support Services

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the facility records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increase access of the Psychosocial support services
Increase in the coverage of beneficiaries in need of Psychosocial support services.

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers
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SUB PROGRAMME 2.5: SOCIAL RELIEF
Strategic objective Indicator title
Short Definition
Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

Number of poor families and community provided with social relief
The indicator counts the number of poor families who receive support during distress
To determine how many people benefitted from social relief of distress programme
A signed register of beneficiaries
Count the number of poor families who receive support during distress
X
Number of beneficiaries
Lack of attendance registers
Output
Cumulative
Annually
Poor families receive temporary support during distress
Programme Managers and Sub-programme Manager

Indicator Title

1.1 Number of beneficiaries who benefited from DSD Social Relief programmes

Short definition

This refers to the total number of individuals who benefited from DSD social relief
programmes within the location and reference period. It also refers to all forms of relief that
Provincial Department of Social Development provides, which could be in the form of school
uniforms, cooked meals, and other forms of relief.

Purpose / importance

This indicator is aimed at assisting Programme Managers to determine the need for, and
accessibility to, social relief of distress programmes amongst vulnerable groups

Source / collection of data

Social Relief Approval Forms

Method of Calculation

Count the number of individuals who benefitted from DSD social relief programmes

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of beneficiaries who benefited from DSD Social Relief programmes

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of records / registers

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increased access to social relief of distress programmes

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers

PROGRAMME 3: CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
SUB PROGRAMME 3.2 CARE AND SERVICES TO FAMILIES
Strategic objective Indicator
title
Short Definition
Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved

Number of families accessing services for families
The indicator refers to families receiving family services such as participating in family preservation
services, members reunited with the families and participating in parenting programme
To determine how many families benefitted from family related services
Dated and signed registers
Count the number of families who received family related services
X
Families
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Strategic objective Indicator
title
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

Number of families accessing services for families
Lack of attendance registers
Output
Cumulative
Annually
To promote functional families and to prevent vulnerability in families
Programme Manager and Sub-programme Manager

Indicator Title

1.1 Number of families participating in family preservation programmes

Short definition

This indicator counts the total number of families who participated in Family Preservation services
as outlined in the norms and standards during the quarter. This excludes parenting services and
reunification services. This includes conflicts and marriage problems, prevention, early
intervention, statutory and aftercare services.

Purpose / importance

To measure accessibility and utilization of family preservation services.

Source / collection of data

Social work files/ intake registers

Method of Calculation

Count the number of families participating in family preservation services

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of family members participating in family preservation services provided by
Government and funded NPOs

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the facility records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increased number of families accessing preservation services

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

Indicator Title

1.2 Number of family members reunited with their families

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of family members who were reunited with their families through
reunification interventions during the quarter.

Purpose / importance

All family members specifically children have the right to family life. Therefore it is important to
track progress made in efforts to reunify families with ultimate aim of ensuring preservation of
families. The aim is to measure the effectiveness of the re-unification services

Source / collection of data

Social Worker Reports

Method of Calculation

Count the number of family members reunited with their families

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of family members reunited with their families through services provided by
Government and funded NPOs

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of client records / files

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increased number of families reunited with their families.
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Indicator Title

1.2 Number of family members reunited with their families

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

Indicator Title

1.3 Number of families participating in Parenting Skills Programme

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of families who participated in parenting skills programmes
during the quarter.

Purpose / importance

Parenting is described as the process of promoting and supporting the physical, emotional, social,
and intellectual development of a child from infancy to adulthood. It is important to track number
of families participating in the parenting programme.

Source / collection of data

Social worker reports, intake register, workshop attendance registers

Method of Calculation

Count the number of families participating in the Parenting Programme

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of families participating in the Parenting Programme

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy and completeness of attendance registers

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increased number of families participating in the Parenting Programme

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

SUB PROGRAMME 3.3: CHILD CARE AND PROTECTION SERVICES
Strategic objective Indicator
title
Short Definition

Number of vulnerable children provided with services

Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

The indicator counts the number of vulnerable children receiving psychosocial support services,
and placed in foster care
To determine how many vulnerable children received quality services, care and protection
A signed register of children receiving services
Count the number of vulnerable children who received quality services, care and protection
X
Number of vulnerable children
Lack of reliable registers
Output
Cumulative
Annually
Vulnerable children received quality service, care and protection
Programme Manager and Sub-programme Managers

Indicator Title

1.1 Number of orphans and vulnerable children receiving Psychosocial Support Services

Short definition

This indicator counts all Orphans and Vulnerable Children receiving psychosocial support services
during the quarter excluding children made vulnerable by HIV AND AIDS within HCBC environment.

Purpose / importance

To measure the effectiveness and availability of Psychosocial Support Services, for Orphans and
vulnerable children.

Source / collection of data

Registers, dated and signed with names, surnames and ID numbers

Method of Calculation

Count the number of orphans and vulnerable children receiving Psychosocial Support Services
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Indicator Title

1.1 Number of orphans and vulnerable children receiving Psychosocial Support Services

Formula

X

Variables involved

X:Number of orphans and vulnerable children receiving Psychosocial Support Services

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the registers records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Improvement in the effectiveness of Psychosocial Support Services

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

Indicator Title

1.2 Number of children awaiting foster care placement

Short definition

This indicator counts the total number of children who are waiting to be placed in foster care as at
the last day of the quarter. If a court order has not been issued it means that a child is still awaiting
placement.

Purpose / importance

To measure the effectiveness of the judicial system in terms of foster care placement

Source / collection of data

Social worker case files

Method of Calculation

Count the number of children awaiting foster care placement

Formula

X

Variables involved

X:Number of children awaiting foster care placement

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the Social Worker records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Improvement in the effectiveness of foster care services

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

Indicator Title

1.3 Number of children placed in foster care

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of children placed in foster care [by court order] during that
quarter.

Purpose / importance

To measure the effectiveness of foster services

Source / collection of data

Foster care files / Court Order Number

Method of Calculation

Count the number of children placed in foster care

Formula

X

Variables involved

X:Number of children placed in Foster care

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the Social Worker records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Improvement in the effectiveness of foster care services

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers
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Indicator Title
Short Definition
Purpose
Source
Method of Calculation
Data limitations
Type of Indicator
Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

1.4 Number of abused children who received services by social workers
Refers to the number of children abused during the reporting period. All types of abuse as defined
in the Children’s Act e.g. Physical Abuse, Sexual Abuse, Emotional Abuse and Deliberate Neglect
This indicator determines the incidences of child abuse
Case files/ CPR/ List of cases
Cumulative
None
Output
Count
Quarterly
Zero incidences of child abuse
Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

SUB PROGRAMME 3.4: ECD AND PARTIAL CARE
Strategic objective Indicator
title
Short Definition
Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

Number of children (0-5 years) who received quality ECD services
The indicator counts the number of children (0-5 years) who accessed registered ECD programmes
To determine how many children (0-5 years) who accessed registered ECD programmes
A signed attended register
Count the number of children (0-5 years) who accessed registered ECD programmes
X
Number of children (0-5 years) who accessed registered ECD programmes
Lack of attendance registers
Output
Cumulative
Annually
To develop children (0-5 years) for preparation for successful schooling
Programme Manager and Sub-programme Managers

Indicator Title

1.1. Number of fully registered ECD centres.

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of facilities fully registered as Early Childhood Development
centres complying with all norms and standards for that quarter. It should refer to the total number
of fully registered ECD centres in the province.

Purpose / importance

To measure the availability of ECD centres that comply to norms and standards

Source / collection of data

Database of fully compliant ECD centres

Method of Calculation

Count the number of fully registered ECD centres

Formula

X

Variables involved

X:Number of fully registered ECD centres

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the ECD database

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Improvement in the coverage of registered ECD centres.

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers
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Indicator Title

1.2 Number of fully registered ECD programmes

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of ECD programmes fully registered complying with all norms and
standards for that quarter. This includes centre based and non-centre based ECD programmes.
Non-Centre based programmes includes toy libraries, play groups outreach programmes, mobile
ECD programmes, community centres and day mothers looking after no more than six children.

Purpose / importance

To measure the availability of fully registered ECD programmes

Source / collection of data

Database of fully registered ECD programmes

Method of Calculation

Count the number of fully registered ECD programmes

Formula

X

Variables involved

X:Number of fully registered ECD programmes

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the ECD Database

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Improvement in the coverage of fully registered ECD programmes.

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

Indicator Title

1.3 Number of conditionally registered ECD centres

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of facilities conditionally registered as Early Childhood
Development centres for that quarter.

Purpose / importance

To measure the efficiency of registration services and capacity building to ECDs

Source / collection of data

Database of ECD centres

Method of Calculation

Count the number of conditionally registered ECD centres during the quarter

Formula

X

Variables involved

X:Number of conditionally registered ECD centres

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the ECD Database

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Improvement in the coverage of conditionally registered ECD centres.

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

Indicator Title

1.4 Number of conditionally registered ECD programmes.

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of ECD programmes which are conditionally registered for that
quarter. This includes centre based and non-centre based ECD programmes. Non-Centre based
programmes includes toy libraries, play groups outreach programmes, mobile ECD programmes,
community centres and day mothers looking after no more than six children.

Purpose / importance

To measure the efficiency of registration services and capacity building to ECDs

Source / collection of data

Database of ECD sites

Method of Calculation

Count the number of conditionally registered ECD programmes during the quarter

Formula

X

Variables involved

X:Number of conditionally registered ECD programmes
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Indicator Title

1.4 Number of conditionally registered ECD programmes.

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the ECD Database

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Improvement in the coverage of conditionally registered ECD programmes.

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

Indicator Title

1.5 Number of children accessing registered ECD programmes

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of children between the ages of 0 and 5, and those who are not
ready for schooling who are enrolled in registered Early Childhood Development programmes
during the quarter.

Purpose / importance

Access to ECD programmes provide early stimulation to young children which enables them to have
the best start in life which is necessary for preparation for successful schooling. Therefore it is
important to monitor access for young children to ECD programmes

Source / collection of data

ECD Centre attendance registers

Method of Calculation

Count the number of children accessing registered ECD programmes

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of children accessing registered ECD programmes

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the facility records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increase in the number of children accessing ECD services

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers, ECD coordinator

Indicator Title

1.6 Number of subsidized children accessing registered ECD programmes.

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of subsidised children accessing registered ECD programmes. The
MTSF document indicates that more children are accessing ECD programmes than those who are
subsidised. There are different targets in the MTSF document.

Purpose / importance

Access to ECD programmes provide early stimulation to young children which enables them to have
the best start in life which is necessary for preparation for successful schooling. Therefore it is
important to monitor access for young children to ECD programmes

Source / collection of data

ECD Centre attendance registers. The registers must have names, surnames, ID numbers or Dates of
Birth

Method of Calculation

Count the number of subsidized children accessing fully registered ECD programmes.

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of subsidized children accessing fully registered ECD programmes.

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the facility records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly
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Indicator Title

1.6 Number of subsidized children accessing registered ECD programmes.

Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

Increase in the subsidized number of children accessing ECD services
Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers, ECD coordinator

Indicator Title

1.7 Number of ECD practitioners in registered ECD programmes

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of ECD practitioners in funded ECD centres in your province who
comply with NQF 4 level.

Purpose / importance

Access to ECD programmes provide early stimulation to young children which enables them to have
the best start in life which is necessary for preparation for successful schooling. Therefore it is
important to service is provided by qualified practitioners.

Source / collection of data

Certified copies of highest qualification of ECD practitioners.

Method of Calculation

Count the number ECD practitioners in funded ECD centres meeting minimum qualification
requirements

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of ECD practitioners in funded ECD centres meeting minimum qualification
requirements

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the facility records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Count

Reporting cycle

Annually

Desired performance

Increase in the number of ECD practitioners meeting minimum qualification requirements

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers, ECD coordinator

SUB PROGRAMME 3.5: CHILD AND YOUTH CARE CENTRES
Strategic objective Indicator
title
Short Definition
Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

Number of vulnerable children in need of care and protection at funded Child and Youth Care
Centres
The indicator counts the number of vulnerable children who received care and protection at
funded Child and Youth Care Centres
To determine how many vulnerable children received care and protection at funded Child and Youth
Care Centres
A signed register
Count the number of vulnerable children who received care and protection at funded Child and Youth
Care Centres
X
Number of vulnerable children who received care and protection at funded Child and Youth Care
Centres
Lack of reliable registers
Output
Cumulative
Annually
Provision of shelter to vulnerable children at funded Child and Youth Care Centres
Programme Manager and Sub-programme Managers
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Indicator Title

1.1 Number of child and youth care centres

Short definition

This indicator counts the total number of Government-own and funded NPO child and youth care
centres in your Province. This includes CYCC Secure Care Centres.

Purpose / importance

To measure the availability of child and youth care centres and for costing purposes

Source / collection of data

Dated and signed database of funded child and youth care centres.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of CYCC

Formula

X

Variables involved

X:Number of funded CYCC run by government and those that are managed by NPOs

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the provincial records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Annually

Desired performance

Sufficient availability and utilization of CYCC

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

Indicator Title

1.2 Number of children in need of care and protection in funded Child and Youth Care Centres

Short definition

This indicator counts the total number of children currently living in Government-owned and
funded NPO Child and Youth Care Centres for that quarter. To include children in CYCC Secure Care
Centres.

Purpose / importance

To determine whether the children in need of care and protection are receiving services that they
require. There is a need to expand on the available resources to render quality services to children
in need of care and protection.

Source / collection of data

Facility registers, Social Worker reports

Method of Calculation

Count the number of children in need of care and protection residing in Child and Youth Care
Centres

Formula

X

Variables involved

X:Number of children in need of care and protection in both Government run CYCCs and NPO
managed CYCCs

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the facility records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increase in care and protection of vulnerable children

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

SUB PROGRAMME 3.6: COMMUNITY-BASED CARE SERVICES FOR CHILDREN
Strategic objective Indicator
title
Short Definition
Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data

Number of vulnerable children in communities provided with Isibindi Model
The indicator counts the number of vulnerable children in communities who receive services based
on the Isibindi Model
To determine how many vulnerable children in communities who received services through Isibindi
Model
A signed register
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Strategic objective Indicator
title
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

Number of vulnerable children in communities provided with Isibindi Model
Count the number of vulnerable children in communities accessing services through Isibindi Model
X
Number of vulnerable children in communities who accessed services through Isibindi Model
Lack of attendance registers
Output
Cumulative
Annually
Reduce vulnerability of children in communities through prevention and early intervention
programmes based on Isibindi Model
Programme Managers and Sub-programme Manager

Indicator Title

1.1 Number of Child and Youth Care Worker trainees who received training through Isibindi
model

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of Child Youth Care Worker trainees who are enrolled in the
Isibindi training programme.

Purpose / importance

This indicator is aimed at assisting programme managers to determine the
number of CYCW trainees who are enrolled in the Isibindi training programme

Source / collection of data

Signed and dated admission register of CYCW trainees. This register must include names, surnames
and ID numbers.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of CYCW trainees who are enrolled in the Isibindi training programme

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of CYCW trainees who are enrolled in the Isibindi programmes

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the training records / programme registers

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Annually

Desired performance

Increased number of CYCW trainees graduating every year to deliver prevention and early
intervention programmes

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Child and Youth Care Workers

Indicator Title

1.2 Number of children accessing services through the Isibindi model

Short definition

This refers to the total number of children accessing prevention and early intervention programmes
through the Isibindi model within the location and reference period

Purpose / importance

This indicator is aimed at measuring the accessibility of services by children through the Isibindi
model

Source / collection of data

Provincial Programme records; Child and Youth Care Worker reports

Method of Calculation

Count the number of children accessing prevention and early intervention programmes through
the Isibindi model

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of children accessing prevention and early intervention programmes through the
Isibindi model

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the programme records
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Indicator Title

1.2 Number of children accessing services through the Isibindi model

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increased number of children accessing prevention and early intervention programmes through the
Isibindi model

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Child and Youth Care Workers

PROGRAMME 4 – RESTORATIVE SERVICES
SUB PROGRAMME 4.2: CRIME PREVENTION AND SUPPORT
Strategic objective Indicator
title
Short Definition
Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

Number of children and youth who are in conflict with the law provided with services
The indicator refers to children and youth who are in conflict with the law
To determine how many children and youth in conflict with the law were provided with services
Reports
Count the number of children and youth who are in conflict with the law provided with services
X
Number children and youth who are in conflict with the law provided with services
Lack of reliable reports
Output
Cumulative
Annually
Reduce crime
Programme Manager and Sub-programme Managers

Indicator Title

1.1 Number of children in conflict with the law assessed

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of children who are in conflict with the law that were assessed by
a social worker/ probation officer during the quarter.

Purpose / importance

To measure the efficiency of probation services

Source / collection of data

Dated and signed assessment reports.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of children in conflict with the law who have been assessed

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of children in conflict with the law assessed

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the assessment reports

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

All children in conflict with the law who were referred have been assessed within 24 hours

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers, Probation Officers
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Indicator Title

1.2 Number of children in conflict with the law awaiting trial in secure care centres

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of children in conflict with the law who were awaiting trial in
secure care centres during that quarter.

Purpose / importance

To measure the number of children awaiting trial in secure care centers

Source / collection of data

Dated and signed register with names, surnames and ID or date of birth.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of children in conflict with the law awaiting trial in secure care centres

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of children in conflict with the law awaiting trial in secure care centres

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the facility records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Reduction of children awaiting trial in secure centres

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers, Probation Officers

Indicator Title
Short definition

1.3 Number of sentenced children in secure care centres
This indicator counts the number of children who had been sentenced, and placed in secure care
centres.

Purpose / importance

To measure the utilization of secure care centres and the services available to children who have
been through the criminal justice system

Source / collection of data

Dated and signed register with names, surnames and ID or date of birth.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of sentenced children in secure care centres

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of sentenced children in secure care centres

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the facility records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Reduction in the number of sentenced children in secure care centres

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers, Probation Officers

Indicator Title

1.4 Number of children in conflict with the law referred to diversion programmes

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of children in conflict with the law who were referred to diversion
programmes for that quarter.

Purpose / importance

To measure the efficiency of diversion programmes rendered to children in conflict with the law

Source / collection of data

Dated and signed register of children in conflict with the law referred to diversion programmes. The
register must include names, surnames, ID numbers or dates of birth.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of children in conflict with the law referred to diversion programmes

Formula

X

Variables involved

X:Number of children in conflict with the law referred to diversion programmes

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of diversion programme records
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Indicator Title

1.4 Number of children in conflict with the law referred to diversion programmes

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increase in the number of children in conflict with the law receiving diversion services

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers, Probation Officers

Indicator Title

1.5 Number of children in conflict with the law who completed diversion programmes

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of children in conflict with the law who completed the diversion
programmes they had been referred to.

Purpose / importance

To measure the efficiency of diversion programmes rendered to children in conflict with law

Source / collection of data

Register on children in conflict with the law who completed diversion programmes. The register
must include names, surnames, ID numbers or dates of birth.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of children in conflict with the law who completed diversion programmes

Formula

X

Variables involved

Number of children in conflict with the law who completed diversion programme

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of diversion programme records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

Increase in the number of children in conflict with the law who complete diversion programmes
Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers, Probation Officers

Indicator Title
Short Definition

Type of Indicator
Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle
Desired Performance
Indicator Responsibility

1.6 Number of adult offenders placed in Diversion Programmes
Total number of adult offenders attending diversion programmes while awaiting sentence or as
sentencing option
To determine the extent of the need for this type of service to adult offenders
Court orders and diversion registers
Names and numbers of adult offenders referred and placed
Failure of offenders to comply with court orders to attend the programme which affect accurate
reporting
Output
Cumulative
Quarterly
Appropriate assessment of offenders before referral
Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

Indicator Title
Short Definition
Purpose
Source
Method of Calculation
Data Limitations
Type of Indicator
Calculation Type

1.7 Number of accredited diversion service providers monitored
Report on monitoring of all NPOs whose diversion programmes are accredited
To monitor NPO delivering accredited programmes
Accredited certificates
NPO listed on the register and government gazette
Process of accreditation takes long
Output
Non-cumulative

Purpose
Source
Method of Calculation
Data Limitations
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Indicator Title
Reporting Cycle
Desired Performance
Indicator Responsibility

1.7 Number of accredited diversion service providers monitored
Annually
Increase in the number of accredited organizations
Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers

SUB PROGRAMME 4.3: VICTIM EMPOWERMENT
Strategic objective Indicator
title
Short Definition
Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation

Number of women and children provided victim empowerment services

Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

The indicator counts the number of poor families who receive support during distress
To determine how many people benefitted from social relief of distress programme
A signed register of beneficiaries
The indicator counts the total number of victims of crime and violence that accessed psychosocial
services and victims of human trafficking who accessed social services
X
Number of victims of crime and human trafficking
Lack of attendance registers
Output
Cumulative
Annually
Reduce crime and empower the victims of crime and human trafficking
Programme Manager and Sub-programme Managers

Indicator Title

1.1 Number of funded Victim Empowerment Programme service centres

Short definition

This indicator counts the total number of funded Victim Empowerment Programme service centres.
These include Shelters, Green and White Door Houses funded NPOs / NGOs rendering VEP services
and other service organisations.

Purpose / importance

To measure the availability of Victim Empowerment Programme service sites, and for utilization in
costing purposes
Provincial register on funded victim empowerment service sites. The register must be dated and
signed

Source / collection of data
Method of Calculation

Count the number of funded victim empowerment service sites

Formula

X

Variables involved

X:Number of funded victim empowerment service sites run by government and those that are
managed by NPOs

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the provincial records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Annually

Desired performance

Sufficient availability of service sites to victims of crime and violence

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Manager

Indicator Title

1.2 Number of victims of crime and violence accessing services from funded Victim
Empowerment Programme service centres.

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of victims of crime and violence that accessed psycho-social
support services in funded Victim Empowerment Programme service centres. These include
services rendered at Shelters, Green and White Doors Houses by DSD, Welfare Organizations /
funded NPOs / NGOs and other service organizations.
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Indicator Title

1.2 Number of victims of crime and violence accessing services from funded Victim
Empowerment Programme service centres.

Purpose / importance

To measure accessibility and the utilization of VEP service sites

Source / collection of data

Facility files

Method of Calculation

Count the number of victims of crime and violence in funded VEP sites

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of victims of crime and violence in funded VEP sites

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of facility records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increase in accessibility of VEP sites to victims of crime and violence

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

Indicator Title

1.3 Number of victims of human trafficking identified

Short definition

This indicator measures the number of all those people that has been given a letter of recognition
by DSD that confirms that they are human trafficking victims during the quarter

Purpose / importance

To measure number of victims of human trafficking who are confirmed

Source / collection of data

DSD social worker reports

Method of Calculation

Count the number of victims of human trafficking who received confirmation letter

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of victims of human trafficking who are identified

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of social worker identification letter

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Improved access to victims of human trafficking for social services

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

Indicator Title

1.4 Number of human trafficking victims who accessed social services

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of victims of human trafficking who accessed social services for
that quarter.

Purpose / importance

To measure utilization of social services by victims of human trafficking

Source / collection of data

DSD social worker reports

Method of Calculation

Count the number of victims of human trafficking who accessed social services

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of victims of human trafficking who accessed social services

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of social worker reports

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly
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Indicator Title

1.4 Number of human trafficking victims who accessed social services

Desired performance

Improved access to victims of human trafficking for social services

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

Indicator Title
Short Definition
Purpose
Source
Method of Calculation
Data Limitations
Type of Indicator
Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle
Desired Performance
Indicator Responsibility

1.5 Number of victims of domestic violence newly placed in registered and funded VEP shelters
This indicator refers to number of victims of newly admitted in shelter during the reporting period
To determine the extent of utilization of these shelters
Registers of all victims admitted at the shelters
Monthly statistics
Readiness which may affect accurate reporting
Outcome based priorities
Cumulative
Quarterly
Categorization of victims to assist in developing appropriate programs
Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

Indicator Title
Short Definition
Purpose
Source
Method of Calculation
Data Limitations
Type of Indicator
Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle
Desired Performance
Indicator Responsibility

1.6 Number of secondary victims of domestic violence receiving counselling
Indicator refers to number of children affected by domestic violence and receiving counselling
To determine the impact of domestic violence on children as secondary victims
Register of children accompanying parents to the service points
Counting names of children appearing on the register
Mixing of ages of children with those of adult children
Out based Priority
Cumulative
Quarterly
Correct capturing of data
Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

Indicator Title
Short Definition
Purpose
Source
Method of Calculation
Data Limitations
Type of Indicator
Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle
Desired Performance
Indicator Responsibility

1.7 Number of victims of crime and violence in Government run Centres
Report on total number victims of crime and violence accommodated in Government run Centres
To determine the impact of violence and accessibility of centres.
Register of victims
Counting number of appearing on the register
None
Out based Priority
Count
Quarterly
Appropriate provision of safety to victims
Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

SUB PROGRAMME 4.4: SUBSTANCE ABUSE, PREVENTION AND REHABILITATION
Strategic objective Indicator
title
Short Definition
Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation

Number of children and adults who received integrated services for prevention, treatment and
rehabilitation of substance abuse
The indicator counts the number of children who accessed in/out patient treatment services and
who attended substance abuse prevention programme
To determine how many children and adults who accessed substance abuse services
A signed register of beneficiaries
Count the number of children and adults who attended services for substance abuse
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Strategic objective Indicator
title
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

Number of children and adults who received integrated services for prevention, treatment and
rehabilitation of substance abuse
X
Number of children and adults
Lack of attendance registers
Output
Cumulative
Annually
To reduce substance abuse, addiction and dependence
Programme Manager and Sub-programme Managers

Indicator Title

1.1 Number of children 18 years and below reached through substance abuse prevention
programmes

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of children who attended substance abuse prevention
programmes or events during the quarter.

Purpose / importance

To measure the number of children reached through drug prevention programmes

Source / collection of data

Attendance registers. The registers must be dated and signed, and contain names, surnames, ID
numbers or dates of birth

Method of Calculation

Count the number of children 18 years and below reached through drug prevention programmes

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of children 18 years and below reached through drug prevention programmes

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of attendance registers

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increase in the coverage of drug prevention programmes for children 18 and below

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

Indicator Title

1.2. Number of people (19 and above) reached through substance abuse prevention programmes

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of people (19 years and above) who attended substance abuse
prevention programmes or events during the quarter.

Purpose / importance

To measure the number of people (19 years and above) reached through drug prevention
programmes

Source / collection of data

Dated and signed register with names, surnames and ID or date of birth.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of people

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number people (19 years and above) reached through drug prevention programmes

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of attendance registers

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increased coverage of drug prevention programmes for people 19 and above

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers
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Indicator Title

1.3. Number of service users who accessed in-patient treatment services at funded treatment
centres

Short definition

This indicator measures the number of service users who accessed in-patient treatment services at
government-owned and funded NPO treatment centres during the quarter.

Purpose / importance

To measure the number of service users who have accessed in-patient services at funded
treatment centres within the location and reference period

Source / collection of data

Admission register /Assessment records. The admission registers must be dated and signed, and
contain names, surnames, and ID numbers

Method of Calculation

Count the number of service users who have accessed in-patient services

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of service users who accessed in-patient services

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of admission registers

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increase in the number of service users who accessed in-patient treatment services

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

Indicator Title

1.4 Number of service users who accessed out-patient based treatment services

Short definition

This indicator measures the number of service users who accessed out-patient treatment services
during the quarter.

Purpose / importance

To measure the number of service users who have accessed out-patient based treatment services

Source / collection of data

Dated and signed register with names, surnames and ID or date of birth.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of service users who have accessed out-patient based treatment services

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of service users who accessed out-patient based treatment services

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of admission registers

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increase in the number of service users who accessed outpatient based treatment services

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

Indicator Title
Short Definition

1.5 Number of trainees on substance abuse
Indicator refers to number of trainees on substance abuse service delivering and skills development
by NPO’s and government.
Counselling
Attendance register and evidence of record.
Non-cumulative. Add the total number of trainees trained during the year.
Some of the trainees might attend more than one training per year
Output
Count

Purpose
Source
Method of Calculation
Data limitations
Type of Indicator
Calculation Type
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Indicator Title
Reporting Cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

1.5 Number of trainees on substance abuse
Annually
Increase number of trainees who are skilled on providing substance abuse services
Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

Indicator Title
Short Definition

1.6 Number of schools (Primary and Secondary) reached through prevention services
Indicator counts number of schools (primary and secondary) reached through prevention services
(PSI).
Prevention services that include various activities e.g. puppet shows, talks, dialogues, games and
fun,
Attendance register, Confirmation letter
Non-cumulative. Add the total number of schools reached through prevention services.
None
Input
Count
Quarterly
Increase number of schools participating in prevention where prevalence of substance abuse is high
in addition to prevention efforts
Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Social Workers

Purpose
Source
Method of Calculation
Data limitations
Type of Indicator
Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

PROGRAMME 5 – DEVELOPMENT AND RESEARCH
SUB PROGRAMME 5.2: COMMUNITY MOBILISATION
Strategic objective Indicator
title
Short Definition

Number of people empowered through community mobilisation programmes

Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

The indicator calculates the all people attended community mobilisation programmes (community
dialogues, ministerial outreach and project Mikondzo)
To determine how many people benefitted from community mobilisation programme (community
dialogues, ministerial outreach and project Mikondzo)
A signed register of beneficiaries
Count the number of poor families who receive support during distress
X
Number of beneficiaries
Lack of attendance registers
Output
Cumulative
Annually
Poor families receive temporary support during distress
Programme Manager and Sub-programme Managers

Indicator Title

1.1. Number of people reached through community mobilization programmes

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of people who attended community mobilisation programmes. It
refers to all people that have been reached through community dialogues and those reached
through Ministerial (Minister’s/Deputy Minister’s) Outreach Programmes/Project Mikondzo.

Purpose / importance

To measure the coverage of community mobilization programmes

Source / collection of data

Dated and signed attendance register with names, surnames and ID or date of birth.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of people reached through community mobilization programmes

Purpose/Importance
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Indicator Title

1.1. Number of people reached through community mobilization programmes

Formula

X

Variables involved

X:Number of people reached through community mobilization programmes

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of attendance registers

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increased number of people reached through community mobilization programmes

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Community Development Workers

SUB PROGRAMME 5.3: INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY-BUILDING AND SUPPORT FOR NPOS
Strategic objective Indicator
title
Short Definition

Number of NPOs developed to partner with the Department in service delivery

Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

The indicator counts the number of NPOs capacitated (intentional, coordinated and mission driven
efforts aimed at strengthening the management and governance of non-profit organisation to
improve their performance and impact)
To determine how many NPOs were capacitated
A signed register
Count
X
Number of NPOs
Lack of attendance registers
Output
Cumulative
Annually
To develop NPOs
Programme Manager and Sub-programme Managers

Indicator Title

1.1 Total number of funded NPOs

Short definition

This indicator counts the total number of Non-Profit Organisations that are funded for the financial
year.

Purpose / importance

To measure the availability of funded NPO services to the public

Source / collection of data

Dated and signed register on NPOs.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of funded NPOs

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of funded NPOs

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the NPO database

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Annually

Desired performance

Increased number of registered funded Non-Profit Organizations on the Departmental Database

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Manager
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Indicator Title

1.2 Number of NPOs capacitated according to the capacity building guideline.

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of Non-Profit Organisations capacitated during the quarter.
Capacitated refers to intentional, coordinated and mission-driven efforts aimed at strengthening
the management and governance of non-profits to improve their performance and impact.

Purpose / importance

The indicator is aimed at assisting the department to track the level and quality of technical support
given to service delivery partners aimed at promoting good governance

Source / collection of data

Dated and signed attendance register on NPOs capacitated.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of NPOs capacitated

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of NPOs capacitated

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of workshop reports

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increase the number of NPOs capacitated

Indicator responsibility

Programme Managers, Sub Programme Managers

Indicator Title
Short Definition
Purpose
Source
Method of Calculation
Data limitations
Type of Indicator
Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

1.3 Number of NPOs monitored for compliance
Report the total number of NPO’s monitored for compliance to NPO Act and MOA.
Indicator aimed at assessing the compliance rate of NPO’s
NPO Monitoring Forms and Report.
Cumulative: Count Number of NPO’s monitored
Accessibility of technological devices might have impact on compliance rate
Output
Count
Annually
Ability to measure good governance of funded NPO’s in the Department
Programme Manager

SUB PROGRAMME 5.4: POVERTY ALLEVIATION AND SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOODS
Strategic objective Indicator
title
Short Definition
Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

Number of people reached through poverty reduction initiatives and DSD feeding programmes
The indicator counts the total number of people who benefitted from poverty reduction initiatives
and who received nutritious food such as food parcels and household food gardens
To determine how many people who benefitted from poverty reduction initiatives and who received
nutritious food such as food parcels and household food gardens
A signed register of beneficiaries
Count
X
Number of people who received nutritious food such as food parcels and household food gardens
Lack of attendance registers
Output
Cumulative
Annually
Develop people to reduce poverty to improve their livelihoods
Programme Manager and Sub-programme Managers
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Indicator Title

1.1 Number of poverty reduction initiatives supported

Short definition

This indicator counts the total number of poverty reduction initiatives supported.
Poverty reduction initiatives means food production projects, support to co-operatives, income
generation projects, linking of poor households to livelihood opportunities such as support to
change agents etc. Support means training, funding, capacity building, coaching and mentoring.

Purpose / importance

The indicator is aimed at assisting the department to track the level and quality of capacity given to
service delivery partners aimed at promoting good governance

Source / collection of data

Dated and signed database of all supported initiatives.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of poverty reduction initiatives supported

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of poverty reduction initiatives supported

Data limitations

Reliability of data depends on the accuracy of programme managers records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increase in the number of poverty reduction initiatives supported

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers

Indicator Title

1.2 Number of people benefitting from poverty reduction initiatives

Short definition

This refers to the total number of people who benefitted from poverty reduction initiatives within
in the location and reference period. Initiatives refer to projects i.e., that covers families, income
generating projects and cooperatives

Purpose / importance

The indicator at measuring the number of people benefitting from poverty reduction initiatives

Source / collection of data

Provincial Programme Managers records, Community Development Practitioner records

Method of Calculation

Count the number of people who benefitted from poverty reduction initiatives

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of people benefitting from poverty reduction initiatives

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of Provincial records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increase in the number of people benefitting from poverty reduction initiatives

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers

Indicator Title

1.3. Number of households accessing food through DSD food security programmes

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of households who received nutritious food (Such as cooked
meals and food parcels) through DSD food security programmes during the quarter.

Purpose / importance

To measure the number of households accessing food security through DSD food security
programmes

Source / collection of data

Dated and signed registers with names, surnames and ID or date of birth of principal member of
household.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of households accessing food through DSD food security programmes
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Indicator Title

1.3. Number of households accessing food through DSD food security programmes

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of households accessing food through DSD food security programmes

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of programme records.

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increase in the number of households accessing food through food security programmes

Indicator responsibility

Programme manager, Sub Programme Managers

Indicator Title

1.4. Number of people accessing food through DSD feeding programmes (centre based)

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of people who accessed nutritious food through DSD feeding
programmes that are based in centres. It refers to meals in soup kitchens and drop-in centres.

Purpose / importance

To measure the number of people accessing food through DSD feeding programmes (centre based)

Source / collection of data

Dated and signed registers with names, surnames and ID numbers.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of people accessing food through DSD feeding programmes (centre based)

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of people accessing food through DSD feeding programmes (centre based)

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of programme records.

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increase in the number of people accessing food through DSD feeding programmes (centre based)

Indicator responsibility

Programme manager, Sub Programme Managers

SUB PROGRAMME 5.5: COMMUNITY-BASED RESEARCH AND PLANNING
Strategic objective Indicator
title
Short Definition
Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

Number of households who were profiled in support to improve the livelihoods
The indicator counts the number of households profiles that were completed
To determine how many households were profiled in order to understand vulnerabilities and
opportunities for the purpose of establishing how livelihoods can be improved
A profile report
Count the number of completed profile reports
X
Number of profiles
Incomplete reports
Output
Cumulative
Annually
Improved livelihoods of poor households
Programme Manager and Sub-programme Managers
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Indicator Title

1.1 Number of households profiled

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of household profiles that were completed during the quarter.

Purpose / importance

To determine the socio-economic status in order to understand vulnerabilities and opportunities of
households

Source / collection of data

Profile reports (electronic or manual). Summary master list of house hold profiled with residential
addresses.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of households profiled

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of households profiled

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of Provincial reports

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increase in the number of households profiled

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Community Development Workers

Indicator Title

1.2. Number of communities profiled in a ward

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of communities that were profiled in a particular ward during the
quarter.

Purpose / importance

To measure the number of community profiled in order to present the situational analysis of
communities in order to plan and implement appropriate interventions for communities.

Source / collection of data

Provincial Community Profiles reports

Method of Calculation

Count the number of communities profiled in a ward

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of communities profiled in a ward

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of Provincial reports

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increased in the number of communities profiled in a ward

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Community Development Workers

Indicator Title

1.3. Number of community based plans developed

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of community based plans that were developed during the
quarter

Purpose / importance

To present the situational analysis of communities in order to develop community based plan

Source / collection of data

Approved community-based plans

Method of Calculation

Count the number of community based plans developed

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of community based plans developed

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of Provincial records
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Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increased in the number of community based plans developed

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers, Community Development Workers

SUB PROGRAMME 5.6: YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
Strategic objective Indicator
title
Short Definition

Number of youth developed

Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

The indicator counts the total number of youth participating in skills programmes (i.e. training in
construction, hospital courses, computers skills etc.), and mobilisation programmes (i.e. youth
camps and dialogues)
To determine how many youth are developed
A signed database
Count the number of youth
X
Number of youth
Lack of reliable database
Output
Cumulative
Annually
To reduce high unemployment rate in the Province
Programme Manager and Sub-programme Managers

Indicator Title

1.1 Number of youth development structures supported

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of youth development structures that were supported. Youth
development structures refer to youth forums, youth service centres, youth clubs and youth NPOs.
Support means training, funding, capacity building, coaching and mentoring.

Purpose / importance

This indicator measures the number of the need for youth development structures supported. The
information can be used to assist programme managers

Source / collection of data

Dated and signed database of all supported youth development structures.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of youth development structures supported

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of youth development structures supported

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of Provincial Records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

Increased in the number of youth development structures
Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers
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Indicator Title
Short definition

1.2 Number of youth participating in skills development programmes
This indicator counts the number of youth participating in skills development programmes during
the quarter. Skills development programmes refer to National Youth Service Programme such as
training in construction work assist youth to obtain drivers licenses, hospital courses, computer
skills and others.

Purpose / importance

This indicator measures the number of youth participating in skills development programmes. The
information will assist programme managers to determine the need for skills development
programmes

Source / collection of data

Dated and signed database of all youth participating in skills development programmes. The
database must include names, surnames and ID numbers.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of youth participating in skills development programmes

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of youth participating in skills development programmes

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of Provincial Records

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increase in the participation of youth in skills development programmes

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers

Indicator Title

1.3 Number of youth participating in youth mobilization programmes

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of youth participating in mobilisation programmes. Mobilisation
programmes include youth camps and youth dialogues during the quarter.

Purpose / importance

This measures the number of youth who participated in youth mobilization programmes and the
information will assist programme managers to determine the need for entrepreneurship
programmes

Source / collection of data

Dated and signed registers of mobilisation programmes. The database must include names,
surnames and ID numbers.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of youth participating in youth mobilization programmes

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of youth participating in youth mobilization programmes

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the attendance registers

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increased in the number of youth participating mobilization youth programmes

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers

Indicator Title
Short Definition
Purpose
Source
Method of Calculation
Data limitations
Type of Indicator

1.4 Number of youth who are linked to economic opportunities
Refers to number of youth linked to various economic opportunities beyond the Department
Indicator meant to report on the number of youth linked through the youth development initiative
Reports , Confirmation letters from receiving service providers or business
Cumulative: Number of participants as reflected on the reports
None
Output
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Indicator Title
Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

1.4 Number of youth who are linked to economic opportunities
Count
Quarterly
Indicator should give clear indication on how many youth were linked
Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers

Indicator Title
Short Definition
Purpose
Source
Method of Calculation
Data limitations
Type of Indicator
Calculation Type
Reporting Cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

1.5 Number of social enterprises targeting youth
Refers to total number of social enterprises targeting youth
Output on this indicator will assist decision makers and planners to influence budgeting and
determine sufficiency of income generating interventions
MOA and BAS Report
Non-cumulative :Report total number of income generating projects targeting the youth
None
Output
Count
Annually
Increase in employment and interventions for youth
Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers

Indicator Title
Short Definition
Purpose
Source
Method of Calculation
Data limitations
Type of Indicator
Calculation Type

1.6 Number of youth accessing services at youth centres
Refers to total number of youth accessing youth development services
Indicator should determine how many youth access different services rendered
Attendance Register, Reports, Progress Reports
Cumulative: Number of youth as reflected on registers
None
Output
Count

Reporting Cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

Quarterly
Indicator should give clear indication on how many youth accessed services at the centre
Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers

SUB PROGRAMME 5.7: WOMEN DEVELOPMENT
Strategic objective Indicator
title
Short Definition
Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

Number of women empowered
The indicator counts the number of women participating in empowerment programmes such as
gaining skills and knowledge to access social and economic opportunities for sustainable livelihoods
To determine how many women are empowered
A signed register
Count the number of women empowered
X
Number of women
Lack of attendance registers
Output
Cumulative
Annually
To develop women
Programme Manager and Sub-programme Managers
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Indicator Title

1.1 Number of women participating in empowerment programmes

Short definition

This indicator counts the number of women participating in empowerment programmes during the
quarter. Empowerment means being empowered or having knowledge in terms of their economic
(government services, and other economic opportunities available) and legal rights (maintenance
rights etc.).

Purpose / importance

This measures the number of women participating in empowerment programmes

Source / collection of data

Dated and signed registers. The database must include names, surnames and ID numbers.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of women participating in empowerment programmes

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of women participating in empowerment programmes

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the registers

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increased in the number of women participating in empowerment programmes

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers

SUB PROGRAMME 5.8: POPULATION POLICY PROMOTION
Strategic objective Indicator
title
Short Definition
Purpose/Importance
Source/ Collection of data
Method of calculation
Formula
Variables involved
Data limitations
Type of indicator
Calculation type
Reporting cycle
Desired performance
Indicator responsibility

Number of individuals from different sectors who implement Population Policy in their
development plans
The indicator counts the number of individuals who participated in population capacity
development sessions
To determine how many people participated in population capacity development sessions
A signed register
X
Number of sectors
Lack of attendance registers
Output
Cumulative
Annually
To empower sectors to integrate population issues in their development plans
Programme Manager and Sub-programme Managers

Indicator Title

1.1 Number of population capacity development sessions conducted

Short definition

It refers to the number of population capacity development sessions offered to stakeholders aimed
at enhancing knowledge and understanding of population trends and dynamics, and ways and
means to integrate population information into policy making and planning processes, including
into local Integrated Development Plans (IDPs).

Purpose / importance

This measure the number of population capacity development sessions conducted in order to
enhance capacity of individuals in analyzing the linkages between demographic/population
variables and development

Source / collection of data

Programmes of capacity development sessions conducted.
Reports on capacity development sessions conducted.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of population capacity development sessions conducted
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Indicator Title

1.1 Number of population capacity development sessions conducted

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of population capacity development sessions conducted

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the registers

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increased in the number of population capacity development sessions conducted

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers

Indicator Title

1.2. Number of individuals who participated in population capacity development sessions

Short definition

It refers to the number of individuals who participated in population capacity-building sessions
(refer to indicator above i.e. 1.1).

Purpose / importance

This indicator measures number of individuals who participated in population capacity
development sessions in order to enhance capacity of individuals in analyzing the linkages between
demographic/population variables and development

Source / collection of data

Dated and signed attendance registers. The registers must include names, surnames and ID
numbers.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of individuals who participated in population capacity development sessions

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of individuals who participated in population capacity development sessions

Data limitations

Reliable data depends on the accuracy of the registers

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increase in the number of individuals who participated in population capacity development
sessions

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers

Indicator Title

1.3. Number of Population Advocacy, Information, Education and Communication activities
implemented

Short definition

It refers to total number of advocacy, information education and communication activities/events
(workshops, seminars) implemented, to promote awareness and understanding of population a nd
development issues. It includes advocacy material developed.

Purpose / importance

To measure number of Population Advocacy, Information, Education and Communication activities
implemented in order to enhance capacity of individuals in analyzing the linkages between
demographic/population variables and development

Source / collection of data

Evidence of specific advocacy / IEC action E.g. Media briefs or reports or programmes or attendance
registers or promotional and educational material.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of Population Advocacy, Information, Education and Communication activities
implemented

Formula

X
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Indicator Title

1.3. Number of Population Advocacy, Information, Education and Communication activities
implemented

Variables involved

X: Number of Population Advocacy, Information, Education and Communication activities
implemented

Data limitations

Unavailability of updated and accurate attendance registers

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Cumulative

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increase in the number of Population Advocacy, Information, Education and Communication
activities implemented

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers

Indicator Title

1.4. Number of Population Policy Monitoring and Evaluation Reports produced

Short definition

It refers to the total number of M&E reports produced in the process of monitoring and evaluating
the implementation of the Population Policy at provincial and local level.

Purpose / importance

To measure the Number of Population Policy Monitoring and Evaluation Reports produced in order
to enhance capacity of individuals in analyzing the linkages between demographic/population
variables and development

Source / collection of data

Approved/ Completed Population Policy Monitoring and Evaluation reports.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of Population Policy Monitoring and Evaluation Reports produced

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of Population Policy Monitoring and Evaluation Reports produced

Data limitations

Unavailability of approved reports

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Annually

Desired performance

Increase in the Number of Population Policy Monitoring and Evaluation Reports produced

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers

Indicator Title

1.5 Number of Research Projects completed

Short definition

It refers to the number of research reports produced, with all the phases of the research project
completed.

Purpose / importance

To measure the number of Research Projects completed in order to inform policy decision and
programme planning.

Source / collection of data

Completed research reports (including final drafts awaiting sign-off).

Method of Calculation

Count the number of research projects completed

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of research projects completed

Data limitations

Unavailability of approved reports

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Annually
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Indicator Title

1.5 Number of Research Projects completed

Desired performance

Increase in the number of research projects completed

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers

Indicator Title

1.6. Number of demographic profile projects completed

Short definition

It refers to the number of projects undertaken to analyse the population and development situation
in a specific locality (area), with details of the demographic, social and economic status of people in
that locality/area.

Purpose / importance

The indicator is aimed at identifying the number of demographic profiles compiled to inform policy
decision and programme planning

Source / collection of data

Completed demographic profile reports.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of demographic profiles projects completed

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of demographic profile projects completed

Data limitations

Unavailability of approved demographic profile project reports

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Non-cumulative

Reporting cycle

Annually

Desired performance

Increase in the number of demographic profile projects completed

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers

Indicator Title

1.7 Number of research training session conducted

Short definition

It refers to the training sessions conducted aimed at enhancing knowledge and understanding

Purpose / importance

This measure the number of research training session conducted sessions conducted in order to
enhance capacity of individuals

Source / collection of data

Reports on research training session conducted.

Method of Calculation

Count the number of population capacity development sessions conducted

Formula

X

Variables involved

X: Number of research training session conducted

Data limitations

None

Type of indicator

Output

Calculation type

Count

Reporting cycle

Quarterly

Desired performance

Increased in the number of training sessions conducted

Indicator responsibility

Programme Manager, Sub Programme Managers
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